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PREFACE

For muny centuries the Chinese had very little
contact with outside world.

lfountains, desert, and ocean

were barriers which helped to protect the Chinese and
their country from foreign invasions.

Because of this

isolation, China produced a civilization which is entirely
different from others.

The ancient Chinese civilization

was so well established tha.t it has survived; uninterrupted and not greatly changed to the present century.
For a long time it was a great advantage to the

Chinc~e

to

be shut away from the outside while the Occidontuls were
mnking steady progress.

The progressive scientific

knowledr,e nnd the genius of various inventions had greatly
shortened the world distance and the barriers no longer
help to isolate China.

Soon tho long ifolated

in conflict with the modern progressive
West.

n~tions

n~tion

was

of the

After a series of defeats, China had discovered the

defects of her ancient civilization.

A careful examination

of the some of the bnsic and fundamental problems will
reveal why China has been so retrogressive in various
fields as compared with the Western countries.

One of the

fields is her educational problems, for which this paper

is intended.

The ftst chapter gives n general description of
the ancient educational system in China.

In tho

~econd

chapter, a systematic development of the modern education
from the latter part of tho llruichu Dynasty to the present
period is discussed.

Various important relifions and

thoir influence on Chinese education are centered in the
third Chafltor.

The bulk of the fourth, on lane.,'1Wge 1 is

an examination of Chinese neologisms on a new systen.

A

general and briof social and polit1cul problems ;'.ire con-

tained in the fifth chapter and followed by soma general
suggestive educational objectives, derived from the above
problems 1 in the final chapte1•.

From the first reform to the present ''r.tr-time
China, she has bAen undereoing a great ch2nge.

China,

with her vast torritory and varioun types of populntion,
did not change in 1miformi tJ, only those
inf'luence has trodden made re.forms.

wh~re

Western

One 111ust realize

\'lhen we speak about modern China, it does not I!le1:1n: China
as a whole, nerely a certain part of it.

is

p~ogre3s 1

Net all ch:1.nge

but for good or evil, she 13 changing.

The

China of yesterday as compared with toduy•s China is not
alike.

The social, economic, political and military

transformation that is taking place is the result of a
struggle between tvio great civilizations, Eant and West.
The contest during the past century for China bas been a

losing one and the
ho~e

r~sult

is still a mystery.

But let us

that it China is to become a progressive nation, as

the Allied N9tions wish, she must not make supcl'ficic1l
reforms but attack problc:ns do'.m to the roots and runelioratc them.
The nuthor wishes to Qake grateful acknowledgment

to Professor W. L. Prince, Ch.'lirman of tl1e r<:ucntion
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Department
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Tho aodorn China bcglnr, •1th tho uxpo"inl ot her-

'olt troa

h~r

lon,-cont1nuctd soclus1on 1nto contact wlth

the Occidcntnl •orld.

llor ;.;resent cond1t1on hns btJon

1ha1 ed in largo p,.rt by out:i1do torcoa, the

o~

oration or

which, in o;ich cnse, has rusult.nd ln a c0<!11'1c:it1on ot

ancient cultures and lent:
1nstitut1on,. ono

or

r.&odem educational

o't~bli,hod

and

!1rcly-root'~

hor aod1fled 1n!lt1tut1cn1 1tt h•'r

~y:tten.

It tho.so ch.'\nt:c!'I ur...! tho

historical deYelop:aont.u aro to bo UI>tl.,ratoO<!, 1t 11 nnce-

ssary, first, to ll.>lYO a clflar
thus a descrlj. tion

ot

id~a

about tho old 111tea1

tl,o .r rc:-aod rn Ch1.nu!To t'l1uco t1on

throu&h various dyn:u.tica, 1:1

prellalnary to U.o tracing

or the pattom or its cducr1tion fro:: the ChoU r'yna1t.7
(11~2-2~!2 B.

c.) to the Jl4ncbu '7flatty (1644-lt:ll A.

n.).

~it.CB

f"rog the anclent <!OC\:.CQT,ts, tiA 8004 Of

(iu -ilJ) 1 •hlcb pur;,orts to df:f:icrlbo t.ho anc1ont r1 tual,
toll ws th.flt, •ror tho p..1r;,.ot"o
&nC1ents 1 Ouch Yllla,;e

(~ fihU

01"

tuillos it.s

Of

ot •!ucat1on a.song too

tvo:.ty-f1VO

fnti1.lle~

fAJdl7 !\cbool, e;ich dl:Jtr1ct

<4 ) Sti.&n

or

had 1 ts

!1VO

i1undred

or Ylll.:l,;e ochool or L>C<ldoay, and

oach dei: ,rt::umt or tMcmty-tlvo h:.:r.dred its (

1.

1: ) ~huo

or

coilege~,

but in default ot a description of what these

institutions were,
At the begim1ing of the Chou l)yn&sty (1122-222 BC)

all candidutes !or of f1c1al employment wore required to
give proof o! their acqunintance with the Five Arts music, archery, horsemanship, writing and arithmetic - nnd
to be thoroughly versed 1n tho rites and ceremonies

or

public and sociul life, an &ccomplishment the.t ranked us
the Sixth Art.

RitUi1lism bud alr·eady established a. hold

on the Chinese mind, a hold that uus to extend in ngcs to
come. until, long before the Han Dynasty (206,. B.c - 219 AP),
a set torm was prescribed for evory

or

~ct1on

the day.

The Imperial College admitted the most promising pupils
the realm.
Rites.

or

The curriculum is also described in the Book ot

It consisted in the Six Virtues - wisdom, benevo-

lence, goodness, righteousness, loyalty, hnrmony

Six Paa1sewoDtby Actions - honoring one•s

~

pa~ents,

c.nd the
being

friendly with one•s brothers, being neighborly, maintain 1ng cordial relationships with
being trustf'u.1 1

.Arts.

rel~tives

by

marriage,

and being sy;ipnthet1c - and the Six

The Book ot

Ri~es

ulso gives the model careers of

a boy and a girl during that period.
In China, as elsewhere, teaching was originally
not a specinlist•s tunction.

Social customs were preserved

by imitation and parental precept.

Teachers had the

double function of teachers and ministers ot state.

-~ _1..J.~u~b- <\7 \#} ~j:_ ~ ~
2.

*' ~

School~

were an early development in China, popular education was
given at public expense, but states that in later times;
the discovery of talent, and not·universal education was
the aim.
"Emvloy the able and promote the worthy" had
long beon a

maxiLl of Chinese policy.

In tho Han Dynasty

(206 BC to 219 AD) tho officials were appointed by
selection

pure and sicple, based on reputation for

ability or virtue.

Confucianism was now osti:.bl1~hed as a

state 1>hilosophy, and remained so in spite of the

occasional setbacks at the hands

or

Buddhists, Taoir!ts,

and others, and'in spite of the invasions and Dynastic
upheavals which took place every few centuries. Gradually
a system of education was adopted in which the Classics
became the sole test.

The road to advancement in the

public service was through a command of
every Chinese family aimed at giving its
to tread the path of ambition.

l~tters,

and

sons a chance

With the exception of

some changes in .the Soong Dynasty the 11 terary

education was the sarae in China from about A.

~1ystem

n.

or

600

until the beginning of the twentieth century.
During this period, the boy was trained at home
until he was

~even

or eight.

Complete direction for the

bringing up children is given in the ·"Juvenile InstructorP,
or "Elementary School"*•

A great deal of the work

is

taken from the Classics*. It is continually ·appealing to

authority and antiquity, the phrn!le "men of old" appenring on nearly every page.

Filial piety, honesty,

disci;)line and other moral characters are emphasized. The
~hild

owes a n

obli~ation

body and must treat it

liS

to his purents even for his
pro1:orly held on trust.. Hence

to break a leg is not merely painful - worse, it is unfilial.

The Confucian code 1s faithfully interpreted.

The pupil must koep awny from contmninntion.

From tbe

Book "Juvenile Instructorn we learn the strict requirements or a student.

"Let children ali1uys bo taught to

speak the truth, to stand erect 1n their proper places,
and listen with res;·ectful attention."

"The

Wf~Y

to be-

come a student is with gentleness and solt-aba:rnment to

receive 1m1)11c1tly evory word the muster utters."

"f'er-

sons of the first t;rade are good .,.,ithout being taught;
'.¥fho author of the "Juvenile Instuctor" (11·1f.~l} Wll.S Tsu
Si of the Soong D-.rn.;;. sty, 1 t is a uanual !or teH chor.
"J#iddle Kingdom 11 , vol I p. 5r..'.2 by S. ·.v. ·,·11111acin.
·l*Tho Clari.sics are usually referrou to as the "Four Books"
and the nF1ve Clarsics 11. The Four Books ara (1) the
.

Analects, that is to suy the sayJ.ngs of Confucius colle~ted
his disciples; (2) the Great Learning, written by Confucius• disciple, Tsang Tsu; (3) The Doctr1n~ of tte Moan,
by Tsu ssu, Confucius• grandson, and (4) the works or Mencius. The Five Cla£s1cs c.re (1) '!.'he ilookn of Changes or Y1King; (2) The Shu King or Book of History; (;.s) 'ri!a Collecby

tion of ~oetrr, or Shih ~:inJ; (4) the Li 1\1 1 or Hook of
Ritos, and (5) Ch'un Ch•iu or S,prinG and Autumn. Of tho 5

Classic~,

tho Book of Che.ngcs

i~

a.treatise on the 64'hexa-

grams formed by the ;.:ermutations of 6 llhcUo and 6 broken

lines. The Book or History contains fragments or encient
history. The collcct~on of Poetry contuins a number of .. ,
relieiouR !,ieces and ou.y

b~

likt!ned to the PsnlMs. The Chun

Ch•iu remind one of the Books of Chron1clos. The rour Books
belong to the later age• ,
·

those Of the middle grade acquire goodness ·.vith inEtruct•
ion; those of the lower grade even if they are instructed never achieve gocdness."

The pupil1 it seems;.is

tacitly.· allotted to the second gr.;.de.

Originally teachers were peripatetic;. later.
the:y kept schools in a fixed place.

almost idolatrous homage.
U,ntil sunset.

ThG;r were obj..:cts .or

School hours.were.from sunrise

The school courses consisted in committing

to memory .the canonical books and letter writing
mental exercise in the first stage.

~s

a

In the second stage,

the pupil· translated books into colloquial lang\U<\ge and,

lessons in composition.

L~stly 1

there were bulles-lottres

8nd essay-writing. The books used for that purpose ware
·ttTrimetricnl Classic", "Century of. Surname", tt\li.llenary

Classic"; ."Odes tor Children"• "Canons ot Filial Piety"
and .nFour Bocks and Five Classicsn.
Schools were divided into primary where
recitation mid

~tntive

chirography wora learned middle

in which the canonical books were expoundedj and classical
in

~hich

composition

~as

the leading exercise.

Often

the divisions were in one school.
~he

maintenance of the schools was left to

private enterprise, and to a smal1. extent, to charity.
The clans usually had their own schools.

!he state took

no part in organizing primary or secondary education, nor
was there any provision for it from the national revenues.

5.

!be imt1tu1.1vnJ. .. r&a.:...l&~W.on ot Cnlt\Ci.o
educa~1cn

•••

SCht>el,, c.J...>At
TOted

tboro aoa, tint, a atctoa ot

twot~J

&.~t1ro1J

t.o t.he a:iste17 ot

Of &

priY~te cb~racter ::.nc;1

t.be l&.Q.f.\Lt.'O lr.Dd. aacrod

de-

Utorature

ot ••-'&)l' nitin&J
aa I do1cri'be4 above; U¥! '•oCJDd, a •Y•t.• ot ax1•Snilt1on1,

and to the c!evelo.-ueat. ot tiiia power

conducted b7 tho at.At.• And ••rTlAC u
~art

c.be 001ur0Ulai

oduc•t1~1 •1~t.ea.

or t.ba

In tho

6~ r,-41i.1~1

\.coro c.uao 1:1to r.e.:..nc corta1n

1nrt1tut1ons -.l.J.cb 11ore called t.he Shu Yuui ot Pl'oYwc1al

.\ mm YUAA

Collo&o:s.

a Ubr&17 1 a •ell l:Dosu 1cbol:;r aa

ot studant.a vm 110r• C!Yc

=

ot

cc.u1~tod

er..dowacn~

diroc~r,

lo lecturo1 wer• &1•.a ill

tbo 1cboolJ t.ho twct.1on ot t.be ;roreaaor •••
Ul• ro1ul.t.1
or
but.

li.ll
(.l:l

....od &

or

~heir

C~Ut~r

Of rvi•l.l'CU

1::.d1v~uw...! ~~rt~run~~,.

&l.1Ye l.Jl t1.-

tt.a

tr•<;.J.'1~::-..1

t.btt !fo:Jt. 1 but

a.

pl.1H.;11

•A•

en~

!urea

uf t.aU

aU1v•nC~

a. t.ud7

a:ld C•re Of

er tbo ,:o,ro1s1vo 1d04

ChlnA.

C&J..nu;.as •.U.l..l..n t.1.- lat'- few

i.t.J.UCcG bJ tot.a

ent1roly tb

l'&.t

on 1o:ua a"loct.c.i1l aubJoct.

\11:.-0r U~rCf t

ii

'o

Oca.uion.r.U.,y t.be 51rote11or

l~ct.i.re

t.bo liOOlc:• °'be lw ':.'\6.ln

~

rMdJ..nC and to cr1t1c11•

tt.U' reao.au·cllea.

outa..a.... o :cw.:...U ..ruul.4

ud a nmaber

c sa:..11 G!.loc.uice i.o coYel' •'

lo.'l•t part or thair sxpaus•••
&4Y1ao the at.udcts .,. i.o

or la.nd,

Of iClturn

IJ'lC!..;nt. S;, .ol t4.IA .ii.A

«.\•"'••

intl.w.nC:e tO

£ayor

ot

b .• vo beon

Ab~CD &JJ.ost

o:.~e <l"'!'l.Ytid 1•roa

t.!A r~ror:er.a &dal.t t.tlii.t tlA

aooel• offered

~-------------------------------------------

are uestern 1n their immediute origin, are yet able·to
point to their prototypes in ancient China•
Those pupils who had the advantage o!

schooling were entitled to entertain hopes
the public ex.amina'tions.

or

a full

entering for

Those exacinat1ons 'Yere the main

object of Chinese ambition, unu every family aimed at
supplying at

leant one candidate for academic honors.

&ometimos the village will support the

pu~11 1

1! he were a

promising student and his fw:iily could not afford to give
him an education.

Once in 10nree or t'llice in five years an.1examiner
came to the province from the capital.

Prior to his

arrival qualifying exa1:11nations were hold .1n the,several
disl;ricts of the province for the purpose od selectin.8 the
candidates to appeur tor the

provincial examinations. The

four tests, with so::e of the candidates eliminated after each test.

The noxt
successtul in the
pretec~ural

city.

compo~ition,
dis~rict

limited to cand1dnton

exam nation, took place in the

Tho contestants came from all the dis-

tricts in the prefecture.

~he

exatlinnt1on procedure was

similar to that followed in the di:.strict city, although

the stanciards of nchievei::ient were b1ghor and the essny
subjects were more difficult.

Success in the prefocturnl

examination uas rewarded by the iranting

the Iisueil T•sai or Bachelor's degree.

or

n degree -

The holders o.f this degree were entitled to compete

in the provincial examinations for the next higher

award - the degree of Chue Jen or Master•s Degree,

Those

who achieved it might receive nn appointment to office or

compete in t.he metropolitan examinations 1'or the tbird
degree, the Chin Shih or .i:>H. D., at a suosequent palace

examination, they would be given the title of Hanlin and
admitted to the Imperial. Academy and to a salary, some
went out as magistrates or beca.me

off'ioial!Je

·rhe chief

purpose of the e:xaimnation, therefore, was to prepare men
to serve the state, a.ud nearly all the officials, from
District or County Magistrate to tho Prime Minister obtained their appol.ntments originally through this method.
It was the most

compr~hcmsive,

to select citizens for

imposing, and wasteful way

public service the world has ever

known.

This education might entitle the stUdent to an
official appointment, provided he was successful in the
~xa:31nations,

but it

f'ailed to preparo him to grapple

satisfactorily with the complex problems of modern life.
Failing 1n the exaojnat1ons are those Bachelors and ll.A.•s,
or those who finning themselves among the large number of
those qualified for official position 1n excess of the
of'f'ices to be fi.lled, tho scholars could support themselves
in only two ways - by teaching or by doing clerical work.

The better type became school masters. In spite of the re-

a.

spect for le arning, the emoluments of the teacher were
smiill.

In the Manchu Dynasty, for each school there aro

al•w.ys several applicant;s 1 v1hom the patrons could JJlaY
against one· another witt1.

&

vic::w to loi'<'ering the tea.chi.?ig

cost• The·worse ones became the

11

local. gentry,n due to

their social rank. they were amateur ·lawyora who.handled
lawsuits for living, working hand in hand with the, yamen

bureaucrats, or bought out

11

tax monopolies," working hand

in band with the local rich. l'hey i1<Jerc poor in scholar-

ship

and

in business experience. But their power was not

to be despised. Thay hnd a class consciousness,9 a claso

organization, and a class ideology. This evil reached its
extremity in the ManchU Dyna.sty, and the parasitic nature
01· these

·a.A.' s

and 11.A. 1 s, or educated

loafers, 1s es-

sentially unchanged down to this day, when they have been
redubbed ttcollege graduates."

Thus the life of' even the success.rul scholar was
not

tree

!rem anxiety unless he guinetl admission to

officialdom. /.nd in order to secure office, it was usually
necessary to have

eitl'~er

influence or wealth, for those

con'troll1ng the appointments expected a reward for favors
extended. Consequently thore wore l.:}rge nui:ibHrs among the

literati who had a very precarious econooic existence in
spite of 'the prestige which they enjoyed~ 'rn a

way, the scholar might derive

material

only a meager livelihood

from teaching. Yet on the whole the able cttndidnte bad a

fair chance of gettint,; th'Oui;h, even though only u tir.y
portio~

got tho highost docrees and ou1ployment.

ThrOUGh th.: intcnr:ive antl thorough trai.uing

Classics,· it 1B suff1co to say

or

the

the classical morality

tl~t

of the'Chinose 1 above all the IJri:nci:i;l& of fillal piety,
disseminated by the com.:.ilt)X iuach1no::y of t.i.:.o nducational
system, has bcl·n 60orl, seconci to tLo li\..erary languuge, in

holding the pooplo

to~ethGr.

Th13 educational

~; ...r:;t(:1.:i

vroduced :;t<;.ib111ty tllrough

its emphasis on thtl i>a:"t, and conEH;c1ue.nt;ly it atll·l:r served
tho enC.!1 of a stable

s~>ciety

consu:Lous of l.'L1·1in& j.ll!rfllcted

its culture. It ht.d the merit,

i;;.A fut'

as t,he

c:>:an.in~~tion

5ystem vms honostly. "ppli<d 6 of attr.:.c;tlng l:l':!n of Ability

to tha

public St!rvica, und thH

talent fitted for
duc~d

th~

f:X6.li.ii1t

_.:.erfor;iki.nCtS of Jin'.:tlic dut.l..:.·s. It pro-

;::ersc7oring sch1)lars of a ref ine~ant according to the

standards of tl1·?.

ti~e.

But in s:·it.·;: of its Good features,

;;md notwitr...stanrling itr i;tillty in
ir:g th1'3 br::i:":t elements of
~ust

tic•n re-.,er..l.;,i:i a

,3

~rtiS•.~:r·.ring

d•;.voJo:)•"-d social llf'.:: 1 ti:1c .fact

be em:;-hn.5ized tl:at 1 t did not adequ.<:. '.-·:l~1

which had

a.'ld pe:rpetuat-

:?C!'Ve

a society

to adapt itself to ns-:; icleas and l:racticr.s.
The enp}:.n;;ir- on.

lP<·.rlli!~G c.f th~ C'hint.~ti

however, leRd til tho a;:;tabli.o;f:.!;j..:nt of
Weste1·nars

1md.-~r~tand

it, nor did it

broadening of knowlec1gti, In fuct,

"~cl.001s: 1 ,

r~sult

in a

1-1i<i not,

as the
~=-o~ressive

euucc.tion cruae to consti-

tute one of the greatest barriers to enlightenment

10.

in all

the dynastios, This

due in lurc;o part to tho exclusive

w~.s

emphasis laid uvon the reproducing the ideas and sayings ot
the ancients,, but also to the educational obJect1ve: 1 which
tms preparation fo1· thB ex1.11111nut1ons. 'I'hcr.e

~'teI'e

set

entirely on the basis of tile Cla:::::ics, and cantlieates knew
\~listed

that their tine would bt:
r;turly outside
k~t·e

!.f they dovotcd it to

of thE: literature on ,.,w.ch tho exEJ.minations

based •

.tUr.ong ,PC01Jlo YJho

Chlnese, it

sem:1s

eruf.l.:.aEiz~d

lt:arning as did the

strant;e, on !irst. thou&ht, tl•nt scientific

knowl..:,dge failed to develop, or ti:£.t. lar-e.e professional

classes shoud not. hLve exist1;:d; but such indeed wa;. the
case, Medical priictice wes largely que.c1rnry 1 · becausG knowledge
n~lS

not gailll:id from 1.n:perir.ient; tr.a

::;uch, had no

e~:iztt?nce;

e:ag1.n~er1n6

lc~al.

{lrofession, as

and .nechan1cal knowledge

ht.td been left in an unuevclopfd condition a!tt:r a pro.n1s1ng
start. Ti:iis !.itate ol' urr.;:sted aeveloj,.i&11ei1t in all branches

or

learning, it mu!;t ba reiterated, ••as fundauaent.ally due to an
tFlucational

syst~:: osta~.J..i:.;hcd

on tt4e basis of an acceptance

of the -ceactu.:.1tis of tco k-,3.st as euboJying lille wlsdoin

times, a!ld

prizn~ry

ou~ cctiva~cd

bl

d

desire to

qualii'ic;i ~ions :rnrt: cons1.:.iu1·ad

re~roduco

~reµare

or

all

for exami-

to be tb.e ao111 ty to

to :aa::i.;is of t.Le µhl.losopilers. It was also due to

th9 lack of con.ta.ct ;U t.:. ot.i1er socio1aes which bad wldergone

as great an advancement as China. Cut of ·such contact and

u.

.t.be resultant comparisons ojl ideas and practices would have

come e. stimulus to

d€.lv~lo,t..;memt

wtich wa:: lacking. Tbis .was,

. perhaps, as f1.1.nclau1c::n·cal a r&uson fox· ti.e a.:i·rested developrue-r1t a& the educational e1apbasis.

f'oreiibm:n·z or Occidentals .uiu::>t realize ths.t
_

be

Viestern standards carmot reasonattly,.. used for Yc..luin.g the
Pro~ress,

.Chinese system.

an ancicr.:.t idea .in the
To the

Cliln~se

~.est,

"onw~... rc.

an

.:t'or instance, a cio:.niru:.n.t 11' not
could ha.ve

marchtt

W~ti>

no place in. China.

a for·eign conception.

The-Occidentals visua.lize themse:lvcs as moving .forward
.through time,

facin~

the direction in wt,ich he is going. He

bas a conv1ct1cn of continuou.s tet'tcrment; though they
recogniz~

tte

j:·ossibLi..ity of retrograue steps. The Chinese

rcsgo.rds perfection as rt:£idir1g in the past, and all be can

r1·

ho!J.e !or is to reacb soma degr(;'!c of' emulation.

at all be

he ~ovos

does so facing back1ornrds.

But even by Western standards it would
take to rf;ga.rd the thought of Chinaas

naney. n111e age

flo~ving

be

a m1s-

into a stag-

01' Confucius and dO';'inwards gave birth to a

succession of \Vriters clistingul.shi;d. for tr.e boldness of

their theories and the freedou of their

utterance."~

'Xhe purely literary nature o.t study :meant that in

China. men occupy themselves wi'th words rather tban with

things.; and the process of acquisition are more cultivated
tba..-wi thos.e of invention. ':i?he conviction t.hat knowledge was
;t-

A. Wylie,

11

!Iotl:s on Chinese T.1iteraturen 186'7 p.111

a der1nite quantity like the contents of a great treasure
house 1 and not the worlr..ing theory or a moment, encouraged

the scholars to an exaggerated pride in their acquisition.
·The educational system of Chiria ·was entirely
autoehthonous; "it· w&s the creation of .the Chinese, ·people
. to meet thei r own need nnd

o~rnd

nothing to outside help.

It it had any deficiencies, the Chinese .,were unaware of
them• It .. •iOrked :for two millenia and would have worked

tor another two 1.t' left alone• Up to the. middle of'. the

nineteenth. century not.· a Chinese would have bel.ieved- that.
stri..f'e witb :the foreigners would reveal its weakness ru1d

inadequacy ;t until the canon of the First China War (1840

- 1842) made a breach that in the end brought down the

great edifice built upon the Classics,· the elaborate
examination _csystemfi and all into ruin.

13.

II. The Str;ugsle for the Development of Modern Education.
The few medievnl contacts with Europe did not
disturb or influence the Chinese scheme.

Travellers such

as Marco Polo and others found that there wus much they

could take awny with them, but little they could leave
behind.

A tew decades later the Jesuit missionaries whom

the Roman Church sent abroad were not only animated with
the vital zeal of the Counter-Reformation; they were
equipped with the best scientific knowledge that the
reborn Western learning could provide.

The Jes"its teach-

ing prospered or declined with the temperument or caprice

or

succeeding emperors, and as the jealousy of official-

dom was excited or its fenrs nlluyed, for the Jesuits had
a good knowledge

or

the Chinese written language.

Chris-

tianity had been tolerated as a rival to Buddhism, but

its effect on the educational system was negligible.

In

1724 Christianity was denied tolerntion, though a few

missionaries were retained for scientific purposes.
Western science did not get beyond tho status

or

curiosity,

tor the Chinese felt the complete sUfficiency of their
classical literature.

Contact with Europeans during the

eighteenth and eu.rly nineteenth centuries was almost

14.

through traders, un(! those were oonf1ned to the port
o.r Canton.

It was the First Ch1na War - the Opium

which was the signal for the break up

or

~ar

-

the old system.

But the suspicion sta.rted from no" on thut whatever the
cultural merits o.r Chinn she wns 1n1"or1or 1n one rospect

They

to Europe, and tru1t was in mater1C!l. strength.

started at once to imitate, but only the barest superficies, however, 1t

neod~'d

another wnr before she con-

descended to go a step beyond this kind

or

half-hearted

1m1tnt1on.
In the meantime, before the middle

or

the

nineteenth centurury the Munchu Dynasty had reached a
stuge o.r decay, tho Banners wore degenerated <i?ld the
bonds or govertl.Clent wore loosened.

devastation

or

.t'lood Etnd

r .. mine.

The nut1ons su!'fered
The result

We!!

that

desperation wus alW<iYS cre.,.ting centers of disorder.

Inevitably the forces of disorder guthered strength

~nd

started the great Tai-Ping F.ebellicn.
It is not to be expected tru1.t dt:r1ng this long
period

or

disorder <!?ld effete government the educntionnl

system remuined in a robust condition.
the Treaty

or

Nanking

(184~),

By the time o.r

five ports were proclained

as nt~eaty ports" - Kwnnchow, .l.moy, Foochow,

N1npo, end

Shanghai • There the missionaries lost no time 1n
establishing schools

~s ~n

15.

1nstru:nent for the d1sseo.1-

nation or Christiitn 1mowledge and faith.

The work or

those p1onecr missionaries did not have the scope r.,nd

character which it hus assumed in recent years.
had no well established educational vol1cy.

They

Eceh

school was opened as the exigency of the occasion demanded and the funds of the home board permitted.
schools were confined to the

childre~

classes, for tuition was tree to.

it.

Their

ot the humbler

tho:~e

who would nttend

The .few who acquired a \'Jestern education therein

had little prospect of employment in the government.
In spite ot these and other shortcomings, 1t must be
admitted that for some time the schools

or

the

missionaries were practic;dly the only institutions in

which some.· form of modern educv.tion or knowledge was
taught and tor this reason they must justly claim to
have been the first modern eduoation<«l institutions in
China. *

The Catholics

ho~ever

made no attempt to

introduce Western learning to the pupils.

Fchools were

established only !or the converts, the main object wns
maintain and strengthen the converts in their faith 8nd

to prepare canditates for the priesthood.

The Catholics

did most tor pure scholarship, they originated the
scholarly monograph on various aspects

or

Chinese life.

*"Chinese System of Public FA.ucationn, by Kuo ?ing Wen,
Columbia University, 1915.

I

The Protestants, however, did most tor education.

~ost

of their work was along Yantze River nnd down to various
parts of Southern China.

The purpose of the protestants

in education was to provide a native ministry, to train

teachers for Christian schools· and through them to introduce into China the superior education of the West, to

prepare men· to tw.te the

le~d

in introducing to China the

science und arts of Western civilation.

Some of them

were principally concernod with cdaptin£ Christianity to
the Chinese background, to fUrther the study of the Bible
and spread the Gospel.
It remained true till the and of the century nnd
beyond thnt the Protestant schools ••ere pructicr!lly tho
only ones in wbich Western leflrning could be

acquired.

The im;.iortc.nce of Miss1an gcbools in an account of Chinese
education is thut they were pioneers in tho covcr:wnt to

coDe.

Some

ceived part

or

the leaders in the reform movement l:utd re-

of their educution at mission school!. These

schools were still looked do·,.vn

u~on

by the V~5t on.jority

1n the nineteenth contury sinco they were inf ::-rior to
those of the rw.tivos us 11la.ce.s of .[)ropar:ition for tba all
important public e:x:.rui1inations 1

The Tai f'ing Rebollion o.nd

a second defeat at the hands of tho We!Jterncrs (~.*.~k.lf~fi)
(1858-1860) had now,

ho~;ever,

begun to persande some of the

more intelligent of the authorities that ::omething must be

17.

done to improve the Chinese .lllltterial.

effici~noy.

But the

real initiative was thrust upon them by foreigners.
After the secona dereat, the Tientsin Treaty (1858)

was signed. A clause· provided for the creation of a foreign
office.

A further clau!lo provided that !or the next three

years that all foreign dispatches would be accompanied by a
Chinese translation, but after tbat they would not be so
accompanied.

It became necessary, therefore, !or the Chinese

government to make provisions for the training or interpreter a, schools especially

for that purpose were established

in Peking, Shanghai, Canton and other sea ports.

schools were raised to the rank

or

Later these

college, in 1866 1 and

scientific departments were added, which was an important step
in the direction in which China was eventually to be led.
So tar what had been done towards a modern system of
education had boen done as tne

~~ect

result ot foreign in-

sistence, but the Chinese were nou to start instigating
changes of their own.
since,

Tne

~otiva

was, as it has remained ever

to renaer China strong and able to stand up

enemies.

Arsenals had been set up

direction

or

1n China but ub.der the

tore1gn engineers and mechanics.

time, the first

~roup

to her

At the same

of stuuontn, returning from Europe, the

United States and Japan, were bringing with them ideas

or

Western philosophy, sc1€:nc6 1 lustory, literature, laW' and
customs, and they were exercising influence on the government.
Then, too, many Western ideas had unconsciously filtered into

18.

China through the foreihn trado centers und

mi~sionnry

com-

mun1t1e$ which by now were 9Cattcred well ovor tho co\llltry.
In 1879 a Government Telegraph Coll£3ge was stnrtnd.

technical books were published and trnnelatcd.
the establishment o!

Foreign

Plnns for

a modern university at Tientsin were

long considered, but for aome renson no steps were tak'3n to

carry out the plan until nfter tho Sino-Jnpanose War ot 1894
when the question of educational refora came once ngnin to
the forefront.
The most significant mcvo of all was that taken in
1887.

It was the new

by France in lf385 which finally

defe~t

brought matters to a heu.d.

Some of the reformers were not

radical like many of the young students, and would not throw
away that part of old China nhich they thought good.

In

education they did not advocate the destruction of China's
ancient teachings.

Loyalty to Confucianism they preached.

Students, they said, must be well grounded in a knowl,:dge
their own lantruage end Classical literature.

or

They wanted

schools established throughc.ut the country, monoy tor which
they would obtain by using Buddhist and Taoist tcQples and
confiscating the property of these
lieved were degraded and dying out.

roli~ions

A!ter a

which they ben

grou~ing

in

China's bost teachings, let the nation acquire Western
learning
West.

fro~

translations into

The "Eit;ht Leg i!:Jsay,n

Chi.ne~e

of the best of the

that stereotyped form ot

writing brought in during the Ming Dynasty, they would

aboli::h fron

t!w off.1.r.1.l1 flX.::.~ln:. t1on:i ~nd 1ntroduc~, Hostfl'rn

sc1~ncen

i··l~ce.

1ts

Al~o,

tho;r nlivocuted !'tll'nding more

students not to Eurorfl anrt tho lin1t•1 1 Rtntos, but to JAN.1.n,
1

·.•here tl!e
in

J.e.n~1a£e

hi~tory,

;>uolic

d1ft1cul ty wa:s less.

e!!t&bli~hoo

and scionce wor" 1ntr0'1uced into the

mat~etics

eY.l~inntton!.

For the tir,.t t1:11e

!tnny moro t"'chn1cal collego11 wnre

from 1870-1890 1 every .:.:.tto:lpt was mnde by the

&ovorruwnt to introduce •\c!ltorn education, iuvJ
woru hired tUrectly trona rore1&n

n·.•tion~.

profesaor~
Ch1ne~4'

In lb77

ent;ineors, r.cL"'liruln, a.·1r1.nos, o!'flcars, and stut;ents were

?1.mt abroisd !or trninini;.

In 1881, nll the

!twent~

were

reonlllld dull to the strong ant1 - Chinese prejudice tbon
a:tl3t1n~

1n J.aericn.

The

return~d ~tU<iflnt~

public erDplo)'!?lent anri t:ot no op,;>orturUty to

have leurnP.d until DanY

were
u~e

th') !tU•!tmts 1n th-: United f;t:?.tes, th-:?

~tlll

l'Jlb1ntkined

exz:.~1ruit1ons

than over

1nt~ref't

WO find :oro

b('~roro,

"h1t they

yc~rs aft~rwar~P.

lr.. !!.ito of the renctl.cr. •h.1ch led to
of

refurc~

w1thdrnwl

Chl.n·~se t!OVA.rtl.Clent

1n ,i'Jl'tern met.bods.
~U~Stl~D.1!

t~4t

In th'-' public

On c1l1t&.ry affairs

which sho-r.ed the trend

or

the off1c1el

l?U.nd e

From tho Trenty of ?ian.U.ng tlll tho eve of 81...,o Japci.neso

;;·ar (lti:J4 - l~::J!>) 1 l!HJasurcs ahd bet~n taken to

rt!::aedy Ch1rn1 • s cdncationnl d•f1c1ency which wus

rus~.onaible,

it. seened, fCJr wos.iales!! 1n wnr, but the measures, often halt

-he:\rtcd, were e.do;tod slorr:y and reluctnntly.

l.O.

The war with

Jufi~"l
Wi'~

1n 18£14 - :)5 wa;:, s. s .;1ft

::tc)~in

on her lr.nci:rn.

af~u1l' 1

c. fo/; ;1lout.h:..; ;.md Chinn

This dtJft.u.t tlor,:; th:m s.n;,• thnt has

i)roccdod it brout;ht h'.)mo the nocossi t;t for roul cducation!il
rof'or:n.

in

::ua.YJ.~

T!lo !'..opcror

1

~ iastcr!l

ly in th1?

so intore:;tcd

educ:.ition .:.nd lrrn.i·nint: that he participated eagerciluc~tio:nl rof~>r:J..

J"pan l1.'1:i cncouraJGd
th~:r

bec~xno

H!li h1?.18clf

th~~

The outco:.1e o:.. tho W3.r w1 th
1~or~

r13forners to co:Je

into tho open,

rca.liz::;d thn.t Wc::;tcrn i:icthods ;.•ro valuoless U."lleso they

were ;i.dopted on a sufficiently largo scale
to keep

co;.uing obsolete.

~cicr!cc,
Th~l

sL'1.ce tl.i. ...1 :-r..:.ch1.ncry Chint. h<:,d was be-

:·.l:JO z..:.i:1.voc<J.tc.:0. decrc.:.r.ing the classical

lea1•ning :md ;iut m:>re c:apil.:i.;1in on
~jestern

c1·1i11zation.

Chine~o

learnint; is

Chinese

lo~rn::.ng

caro -:las taken

The Chi:1c.:o W·:re .:!oing nothir:g to

it u;i to date.

auvuncc applied.

~nd

The~·

I!l~rul,

t~chnlcr.l

cducHtion and

con~orvativos

r.nid to the

that

/:o:;tern loarninG ir. prncticnl.

oonccrno i t!Jolf •ii th iaorr:.l conduct; ;·!ar,tern

loarninc;, uith the affair::; of tho world.
le~.rnl.l1C

thon, 11hothor iiootorn

r:i-m.t doe!t 1t matter,

in :::cntionud in tho

cla~nics

or not, ;;.o long .:is it tenc!ws nothing repuGnn.-it or s:&tagon1~tic

to tile genius of our

boo~~s.

:'.1y

1B~8,

th1; re-fern party

h.:ld .firmly entrenched themselves in the confidence

Emperor.
crous

!n Juno, a

~ost !ens~tional

\1ere 1ssuod.

into boing, the a:-;sc.y

zcrics of

wa~

the

I~pcr1~l

de-

I. nystcm of modurn schools was called
w~s re~lu.ccd

by short es~;nys on pruct1-

C.:il zubjccts, and a schm:ie for t.he sending abroad
tcuchors

or

proclai:led.

or

young

The.tU.litary offic'9:-s 1 until lately

not b1ghl:y considered by. society, were to .. l.>o raised to u

higher. social status.
But the conservatives, $C&ndal1zed.and frightened
·though they were, were not long in marshalling thei1•.

toroos.'. 'fhe zeal of.the reformers

had·c~rr1ed

them too

far •. : A plot to seize,"the Empress Dowager was betrayed to
her 1 and in a .flash she had turned the tables by

imprison~

1ng.· the Emperor and executing most of bis advisers.

The

edicts were annulled and the old system was revived.

This

plot created.the anti•foreign feeling in.the mind of the
tonservativea and later planted the seed
Rebellion of 1900.

or

the Boxer

After this humiliating defeat, tho

articulate part of the people was converted to educational

reform and .the conservatives had to yield.

This time the

.Empress hersel.1" sponsored the measures.

The Russo • Japanese Wilr of li:i04 .. 1905 had n
tremendous ef!eot upon China and gave an.unexpeoted impetus
·to the retorm programme•

The War st1•engtl1ened the p1•ocess

of her·awakening begun bu·the earlier Vi.Oto:ry Of Japan in
the .Sino - Japanese

War in 1894. · Hoit she saw. a E.'uropean

power defeated by an Asiatic onet

~bat

had made Japan so

powerful that she could defeat a European power?

Was it

not that she adopted Western science 1n her education,
modernized, ber army and navy, and put her finances and
there

government in order? Might "not be sometlur1g aftur all in

·these modern ideas?

I~

Western

meth~s

could do all.this

for.a little country like Japan, what might not such mothods
accomplish in China with her large population, her huge

resources? This neighbor of China was a kind of hero to the
Chinese students, for Japan, accepting modern ideas in
government and education, had beon able

i..~.a

short time to

beat both.China and Russia in warfare. and to throw off extra.

-territoriality and

other restrictions of the West.

As a

result; thousand of students !locked to Ja.pan &nd they turned
out to be a bad influenca.

Tbe innumerable books, ;pamphlets;

and essays they tossed of! in praise.of the new learning were
distinguished by exuberance and even by
strange that tbes e Chinese youths

It 1s not

viol~nce.

rcturn~d

to China

determined that their country should follow the exc..mple

Japan, and even .suggested the

governme~it

or

to hire Jap:.nese

instructors and military advisers to manage the Chinese
eaueation•

Little did they realize that the

situ~tion

in

their country \Vas a far more comvlicatE:d one than that in the
emal1 and unified country of Ja;ia.n.

To westerniL.e Cl1ina

meant the economic and social change of four lnmCirc:d r.U.llion

people, scattered over a vast country divided

by

mountains

and without even the connecting tie of a co.rJllhoil sJ,Jckcn

language.
In l.901 all the provincial colleces '"•ere

conv~:rted

into modern UI'.iversities, the military eXb.minations

~ere

re-

formed and the establishment of military schools throughout
the country was ordered.

The literary examinations still

stubbornly res!9tftd tho rororm aovenont, howover, a pkrt
of tho Clnsnics was aoalfJd.

J..Dothar order waa th"t

m1ddlo ncbools !lbould be dstubllahod in every pTo!uctureJ
bighor prill1,\ry nchooltt ehoul<l be cstitbl.i!:hod in ovary
diutrict and loner pri!:lar)' :'cbools throughout tbo

nr~t1on.

In 1903 u cO?:l11os1on wua nppo1ntfld to draw up a
plan !or a national publla acl10ol aysccu.
modolod on the Japanese

It wun closoJ.7

~yntom.

The louor pri:lar1 school's a111 waa to g1ve Rll

children above sovon yea.rs

or

ago tho noce11eai•y tor Ute,

to establish 1n tbem tho !oundat1on1 aorality and
patriotisa, and to
subjects to be

~ro:.:iote

t~ught

tl.e1r phya1cal wolt;ire.

wore ethics, Chinese Classics and

language, ratb::letics, history, aeograpey anJ
training.

out ot the thirty school bmlrs

or

p~nical

The course was to be t1ve rears, &lld

Chinese Clasn1ca.

The high

6

~riJn.Ary

school •1th a course

citizens, to enler,e his icno•lodge and to

his bcdy.

t~elve

week to bo devoted to

!our 7e:s.rs was to cultivate the &10ru nature

7o~"l8

The

or

the

otr~~gthen

The purf.'019 And U.e scope Of the middle IChool

were al!o dc!i."":8<1 1 ani! the grour.d to be covered

by

the

high school :ind the un1versit7 •as also plotted.
Eince

t~e

eO!::ilisslon was considered not to have

stated its aiD spccitical.11 enoU6h1 a decree

or

ldOo

turther ste.ted that the ai.2 or the education 1n China was
not merely to discover aen or talent., but to educate the

entire" nt.tion M.d to inculcate loyr..lty to thu throne,
rGSPGCt far Ccnt"uciua. the C.iWUkcnl.ug

or

the people to a

or

sonse of their nation.cl rcsDoneibilitY. the promotion

a military spirit. and the

cro~tion.

of v.

J;r~ctical

and

pr1n<:1pU till 11t'tcr the F.t:.·volution.

Tho$O

r~forms

vermilion pen.

were

~ore

tlmn rucre Btrokes of the

f.:oon the uge-old and outr;rmm system of

littlrt..rY exGoinattons was abol1nhed entirely.

The effect

v1as seen J.mmodiatcly 1n all parts of the em.!Jit·c.

Creut

teal was shown 1i.1 tl.1.e estt.blish!llent or zmhools or the new

order.

Sp~ci.al

now provinoitil

funds tor their support wore provided by

·tux~s &.nd these

fu.nci.s were increased by

contribution:J or tho wor.ltby end by populur subscriptio..11s.
EVElrything t:luggostod was ccntcreci. on educntion.

r,;reat di.ff1culty was to provide teaclwrt..

Tho

This is still a.

difficUlty 1 .altbough tbe normtl schools now provide a

goodly number from yee.1· to yeur.
~ducation

Th~ dc~and

for ties tern

led to a great incre.:i.se in the nu.::ber of students

w&s aided
.
going abroad. This movement
United States

gcv~rnment,

by the
'

nct1on
'

or.
.

the

which in 1908 decided to return

to Obiua a portion oi' the Box:Gl' indem."11 ty.

The aducat1on o!
1n

cl:.dna.

It was le.rt for

~ofilen r~~d

cal

always been neglected.

Englishwoman, Mias Aldersey,

to ooen. in 1844, the !irst Cr..lnese girl ts school at N.inpo.

tater it was spread to Shanghai and Tiantsin.

The first

girl's school established by the Chiner;ewas 1n_Shangke.1
in .. 1898,.

Girls were at first trained only in their. homes.

I.t was not until March 8th,, 1907 that the girl.s . were

allowed to attend normal.schools snd primary
WO.$

This

~chools.

the :f'irnt time that female education had been rocog-

ni~ed,

in China as a form in part of the system by the

government •. No middle schools, or colleges, or universities, were provided for girls, the normal bei:n& the
highest •.. In· 1912~ after the est&b lishment of. the Re-

the Uin1stry_of Education issued a. docreH that

public~

education for boys and girls should be equal.

Before 1919,

there were only_three univorsities_for females in. China.

Recently. co-education in both the un1vornities and high
schools is increasing.
A significant and, as it turned_ out for

~he

country.· ominous fact was the continued establishment of

military colleges. and the increase in the number
fessional soldiers.

or

pro-

In 1911 there were 240 1 000 soldiers,

hnlY one th1rd. of whom wore properly orgfUU.zed and
trained. It was the existence of these troo_J>s without any
.

'1

'

nroner control or outlet for their ambition which was the
main cause of' the "war-lordism 11 which has sucked the
•

',

'•<

blood of China since the Revolution.

Nor has this mili-

tarism done anything to increase the strength of China 1n
the family of nations,
When the Revolution took place the new.JU.nistry
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of Education; whowas educated under the old· system, pro:...·
eeeded to restate.the educational aims of· China as they
must be modified to agree w:t'..th the republican spirit.

The most important order he promulgated was that.the
Chinese.Classics were no longer to be taught in the

normal:, middle_. and primary schools.

Compared with this

epoch.:..maki11g ·decision the new rormula for the: national
educational aim.; the· stressing. '()r Liberty, Equality, and

Fraternity;
portance.

and

the military spirit; were Of minor im..;.

Not unimportant, however was, the natural

consequence of the Republic,·the·removal
from·the position of respect.

of

the Emperor

Yuan Shi-ka1; the Pro-

vincial president, who was a strong supporter

or

Con-

fucius though he favored the aims of modernization and

.

militarization, strove hard to maintain the worship of

Contucius.

For some of the teachings of Confucius would

be favorable to bis attempt to restore the
himself.

monarc~

to

In any event, as before 1 the aim of education

was to cultivate men of talent.

Universal education was

not yet favored in official circles.
In 1916 the Japanese system, adopted.in 1903 1

had been found in the German system had been jettisoned,
for Japan had engendered hatred for anything
her "Twenty-one Demands" in 1915.

Japanes~ by

The Ministry adopted

a. new system .... the American system. : Returned stude.nts

from the United States,· took a prominent part-in

restating educational
vation

or

aims.

The new aim aought the culti-

a strong and developed personality; and.the

development Of the spirit of republicanism.

From this time

dates the, beginning of students t . self•governing societies.
They~were

intended to develop the students' capacity for.

running his own affairs; but they later became the source

ot such lack

o~

discipline that the whole· educational

system was· threatened with danger.
The American system1 adopted on the advioe·or

educational leaders sucn as·Professor Dewey, was continued

until 192Swhen the ·tr3Qth Kay Affair" at Sbanghai,.in
which Chinese demonstrators· were killed, gave rise·to such
an outburst

·or

anti - foreign feeling that there was an

irresistable demand through out the country tor education
that should be first and foremost militaristic and
nationalistiC:i.

In October 1925 1 a conference was held by,

the .·Provincial Educational Associations.

tha't education

It was decided

should henceforth emphasize the racial

pecUliarities ot China.

The textbooks were to be re-

written to arouse racial self-consciousness; the nation,

both through its schools and by other means, was to be
remind~

and hourly of the humiliation and indignities

sUtfered by China at the hands of foreigners •.. Military

· and: :pbysieal training were to be intensified.

The most

liberal influences in Chinese education soon sucoUm.bed to

the; rury of the nationalist

·and
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anti-foreign movement.

After the death of Yuan Shi-kaii China suffered

severe 'territorial losses since the Revolution; and'the
separatist movement became rife.

North and South were ,

divided under different commands ..

Since World War I the

nation has been in almost con$tant upheaval and disorder.
It .. was only to be expected that tlie ·application of any,.

eduoat:i.onai 'system would be tar from uniform. . Before the
present World War, Communists and bandits have exercised a

tluctuatfug control over thousands or square miles ot the
hinterland.
In 1928 the military advance of :Chiang kal-shekj'

leading.to the ,formal reuriif'ication of the nation under

the Kuo·min-tang or NatlonaJ.l.st Party, aroused a wave
str~dent

nationalism.

or

Under the new regime, once morn the

educational; aims were change·d 'and the San Min Chu I or the

Three Principles of the People or the late Dr. Sun Yat sen
were.adopted as the basis of all Chinese education in the
future*
Tbemissionary schools and colleges• as we knew 1
had been the pioneers in introducing Western education and

subjects. to China.

For the first quarter o·r the century

missionary, education progressed rapidly, and after 1918 the
Americans· especially were 1ncreas1ngly·act1ve.

The

missionaries in China· have taught the Chines·e people to be-

come more ooorperative and require their converts to par-

ticipate in church affairs which later developed to social·
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aet1v'ity1 that is one of the important elements which
Christianity has offered.

They emphasized that $OCiety
.
.

.

as a whole is more important than the individual and the

.fandl.y.1'and helped them during the reform movement.in
every.way•• One reason.why' Christianity won the favor of
the Chinese is monotheism. ·It has documental truth and

history.. which Buddhism and other . religions lack•
Christianity bas given useful knowledge - sani,tation, -

and· rendered' service to China when she suffered from
famine tmd:f'lood.

In. spite of' the merits, like all other religions,
1t has mistakes• The Jesuits and Catholics ar,e too strict
1n their belie.f •. At· certain times, they insisted that the

Chinese Christian converts should cut off tpeir relationship.. with their Buddhist relatives.

After the opening· of

the "Treaty ports" and Boxer Rebellion in l.900 1 foreign
troops were stationed 1n China to protect foreigners•

interest, the earl.y missionaries.took this opportunity to.

use the troops as bulldozer to compete with other religions
and ·to meet any opposition evidenced by the Chinese.:

CUriously1 ·tbey sometimes even oppose their own competitor·
• catholics·vs Protestants, Baptists against Methodists,

and vice

versa.~

for denominationalism on questions

mission policy, social reform and.in theology.

or

Since.the

foreigners are not subject to the Chinese law under the
nmost favored nation"· clause, the church goes its·. pace. end.'

:so.

reaches
dents

own ends by

it~

&~~'eared

it~ 0\111

throue}l the

Bud~hist

Most or tho inci-

i:d~managem1mt

inexperienced m1ss1onar1e::s,
idol worship and

monnP.

Th~y

or

the YOW'll and

mudo open nttock! on

ritual"' yet when one goes into

a Catholic or Episcopal churches, one fir.ds the srune tt'.ing
exists 1n those churches.

Anoth11r principle, not un-

important, is that the m1ss1ona.rios preached the Christian
principles but the

forcignor~

evidenc 1 ~

which wa.:1

by

th~ir

in China scldo:a. applied them,

1miierial1r.t1a method in

exploiting, not China alone, but all the other nations in

the Far East as wall.

The wave

or

strident nat1onnllsm which aro!le 1n

1925 nns cOCDenc1ng to atrect tho n1nslonary schools in

China.

For sotle

ti~"

there hl\d been gro•ing ntt1tttt1on

among the nationalist Chinese to require the mi!!l1onAey
schools to
s~red

se~k

registration

with

tr~

state if they de-

their diploaa be recogr.1zfMI in aa.1<.ing otr1c1al

ap;;ointments and in framing t,be cond1 t1ons ot adclssion to
government high schools, and for
1~stitution1

under strict

br1:~4!ing

g~1~rn;:ient

the a ssioneey

supervision.

In 19251

regulations tor the reg1$trat1on or ::n1!s1onary schools were
dra"ltil up.

These regulations requir6d that halt or the board

ot management or schools

!h~uld

bo Ch1n11se, an•1 that

religious propaganda aust not be the

pur~ose,

relicious instructions crast not be compulsory.

and that

By 1927 anti

-foreign propaganda had roached it5 height l\lld the regulations
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were finally enforced on a few unimportant missionary

schools, otherwise the students threatened to go on strike.

Others, because of the influence of their a1umn1 in the
government circle and their ability of self support, were

saved.
The avowed object of the Christian schools was to
spread Christian teaching the avowed object of governmental
policy was to give China material strength.

For that

reason there was bound to be a conflict of policy.

But the

number of pupils in government controlled schools was
increasingly greater than in Christian schools.

or

this, many missionary high

As a result

schools were compelled to

terminate their existence,

Those who criticise the anti-Christian movement in

China should remember that it is a part of a much larger
movement 1 too frequently misunderstood

by

foreign observers,

on the part ot a very serious group of Chinese reformers,

who desire the scientific rejuvenation of their country and
who wish to free it from all foreign influence, not merely
political but spiritual as well.

These people would take

oD.l.y from the West its scientific knowledge and its skills

ot technology, and would abandon all the rest of the occidental way o! life.
In 1937, the Nationalist Government realized that

the Un.avoidable war between China and Japan was approaching,
the

anti~f oreign

elements yielded to the domination of the
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pl"O-.Anglo-Americ.on o!f1c1als in the government.

The

tone or the W.nistry or propoganda was changed, they once
again ·welcomed the cooperation in educational affairs r;nd

oneration of·the' schools 1n China by foreigners.· The·

sincere ·ap1)recintion of the work done by the missionaries,
I

ma' sure~

will be indicated·

by the

people or China in

their hope tor continuous cooperation

'and

aid gi'Ven

the

by

Westerners during this War and the post-war period. ·The
writer cherishes the belier that the present period, the
·eXpress1on

ot· an intolerant torm or rw.tionnlism

bas passed,

arid· that they will yet contribute constructively
realization

to

the

of the world community.

The year 1928 opened with the entire educational
sYstam threatened with collapse.

lack of

f'lm.ds due to the unceasing demands. ot the military·

'authorities.

were

to

not

The mci1n cause wus the

Salaries were months in arrears nnd grants

forthcoming.

Mission schools were closed, owing

the:·pressure ··or nation.al.1st requirements.

students

·made extravagant demands to elect and dismiss their· .teachers,
to decide the school hours, to tix the fees. which resulted

trom:the so-called Western influence and ideas circulating
by- the inexperienced retormers·and nationalists.
'Educational policy was· directed by an extreme
niitionalism.

The mandates of the Kuomingtnng were

to

be

tollowed·in every- particular. The regulations legistated
by the Uinistri of Education were 1n no great measure obey-

ed.

With the removal or the National Government to

Nanking there .·was established a new Univers1tyof the

:RepUblic of China, .( the idea was copied from France) ,
which took .the place of the w.ni~rt17 of E.duoation.
new system. did not las.t long•

The

By the end or 1928, it

was changed back to the 14.1.n1stry ot Education.

On tha 15th of May l9B8; the first National
Fducationa.l .Conference, called by the Universi.ty ·ot the

RepUblic of. China, opened in Nanking..

Many resolutions

tor the reform of education were passed, including one
that henceforth the educational..aims of.the government
sho.uld be . in accordance with the Three Principles of

Suri Yet-sen.

·nr.

In 1929;. the National Government officially

announced thefollowiilg as the .educational aim or the
countryi ... (a) the realization of the Three.Px-inciples,
(b) the satisfaction of the wants of the people, (c) the

improvement of .the livelihood ot the people, (d) the
contin~nce of the separate existence of the Chinese race,
(e).' the achievement of national independence, (f) the
universal extension of the rights of the people,· (g) the
promot1on ot the commonwealth of the whole world.
EVen through the advice and.aid of' the Westerners

(especialJ.i through the League of Nations• experts) China
has not yet been able to produce a definite and steady
programme.

In 1920 it was proposed to set up a scheme ot

universal instruction of four years primary schooling·· all

~ver

the. count17 n1th1n the following eight yours ,

t\t.tbat t1'118j When the BChel'lfJ

•ottled condition.
. able. ror education
~ted

?he P...mount
Wl'\S

WaS

~r

promulguted,

\JO.S

China,

1n ·no

money likely' to be availIn 19;)1 1 it ·ttas esti-

very O!lall.

as 15 Mexican cents per houd. of population 1 ·-t .. and in

·1920; it was, 11" anytb1ng 1 smaller.

It was not surprising,

then, by the end ot 1928 not a twentieth or the programme
bad been translated into fact.

Doubtless o. great hindrnnce

to' -the execution of such a proJoot has been such incalculable factors· as political d1sturbanoea.. and armed struggles
in the. countr)' and mia!ortune like flood Emd famine. l'Jever-

theless, in the vary initation of such a pro3oct certain
clrnbacks·nre-perceptible and grave doubts mny be entertn.in._

ed-aa to their chances

or

realization,

The League of Nations.'. experts reached China on

the 30th of September 1931, nnd remained there ~bout three
months•· In the in troducticn to their report the expert it

said tha.t the 1.deas and judgments set forth in the report

were not bescd exclusively on their own personal observations; but to a very great extent, on the study

or

documentation· placed at their disposal by the Chinese
go~ernment

and the views expressed by Chinose experts.

is therefore not atrange that

It.

the feats they relied on

were not 1nvar1abl$ above suspicion.

But the mission has

to a gre$t extent realized its limitations, and has con-.
*

\t l~ill.:r;f 1t #-.-,

1;lf, tJ.~/'f.
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'f "f"t= 0

fined its recom:nendatiLlns to matters which ccme within
its 'Competence.

The result is that it has put torru·'.rd

e large number o:f' valuable suggesti .·ns on cdministrative
1

points, and neglected othor basic problems, such as the
langmge problem, in particular, which is behind every-

thing, is dinmissed in a few short paragraphs 1 but even
than the mission's remarks suggest that it does not

clearly understand tho nature of the problem.
Recognizing tho progress has beon made, the
mission nevertheless observes 'the danger that the
~chools

and institutions ere developing rather as inde-

pendent organisms

~odeled

on the forms and ideology or

private education instead of being included in an

organized system of public education relnted to immediate
oocial problems•

The danger, it says, is related to the

insufficient strength

or

public spirit in China in general

concerning the organization of education.

The mission the

finds needs of the masses not sufficiently stressed.

Many

expensive universities linve been rounded, but no initiative
has been ta.ken with a view to the wholesale organizing

public education.

or

The result is that the univernities

appear to bo suspended in the air, that intelligence, which
ottght to be employed in the spreading of a way to a better

existence SJUOng the mass of the population, is wasted im a
demoralizing $Cramble for openings into careers which are

already overcrowded.

The second danger noted by the

is that

mia~ion

the toreign missionary institutions introduced

idees~

especially Americans, not subjected to the internal modifications neceesary to permit the realization

or

the

potentialities of the greet traditions which ere specially
Chinese.

Thero is too often purely formal imitations of

foreign e1v111zaticns.
imported to China.

European and American ideas nre

There was excessive use of the

A.morica.n model in Chine2e education.

China should seek to

modernize her own and n.:>.turnl historical individuality.
The mission seems to thir.k the principle develo;ied

by

the

National University of Peking is favorable for China's aim
in.acquiring the Western kno'?!ledge.
The use of manuals in foreign languae;es

·ror
~hould

inst;ruetion in secondary schools, the :mission says,
be altogether proscribed.

All science taught in

language remains foreign to the mind

or

1ri Chinese must be got out at once, eny

a.

foreign

the child. Kanuals
idea to.be as-

similated by a child must be imparted in its

0'111

language,

by moanD of symbols around 'iihich nll his anterior knowledge

has

been organized.
A list of concrete proposals is appended to many

or

the cbtipters

or

the report.

The power

oi

th~ ~inistry

·or Ii;duo.?.tioit should, ba 1ncroaseo., -cne cu.vi!lion ot

educational budgets should be

~tricter,

the

pn~-ment

of the

teaohers should be more evenly proportioned, the division
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into high and lower primnry schools should bo abolished,
children should enter school at seven instond of nt six,
and a large number of other ndoinistrative and pedagogic
suggestions.
In 1932 the Central Political Co\lllc1l adopting a
resolution providing tor the revision

or

the rules

or

the

The administration was divided into departments

~inistry.

of High Education - concerned with the conferring of
degrees, Elementary and Secondary Educntion - concerned
with

education, Social Education - concerned with

overs~a

tho overseaseducation, including the teaching

or

San Kin

Chu 1 or the Nationalist principles; vocational training;
and other activities, and the Committee on Textbooks.

In each prov111cu or state there is a Department
ot Education.

At the head

or

this there is a conw11.9a1oner,

assisted by three or four heads of divisions and tour to
six inspectors.
of 'Education.

In each hsien or county there is a Bureau

the hft1on or county was subdivided into

several. school districts each

or

which has nn education

officer and somotimes an assistant.

The organ1.zation 1 how-

ever, is said to be loose and ine!!ioient and the
authoritiea are not vested with sufficient powc2 to deal
with local situations.
such is the bare outline or the Chinese orgnnization.
On paper it

1~

1:po:1nc, but the political,
. ·.

diplnm~ticnl

and

,,_

'

economic circumstances rrom the First World Wnr to 1932 have
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meant thnt

~t

time:-: thi:

machinery creaked stridt:ntly a..'ld
t~

nt mo:.T.onts slowed com: ab:.); t

c..

st.::::-~~! ~tlll.

!n $Oree

1:.'lstt:nccr., th•: re{;ulutlons lc,:;1~1£tE-<i by tLr:: ;:iini~t;i·y had
to be e11fore.:.-d thrcugh tho lfatio::..al Pulice.

f.nother point

-r,rhieh :must be kept in mind '/\'hen reiiding the d'.)Cl.J:!cnt.s.ry
C.!U.n~,

material for the st\1dy of' ed"t.:.cation in
proper allo-.·1artccs ha:::: to be

impression.
:. . s

fo:;.·

~~

very·

l.:.r(:~~

dis-

pro€rar.l.'i1e &~id perforr:.~~ncc, otller'-"ise 'the

crepancy· bet-:r:ccn
person stud;/ing

m~da

th:.:.t i;i the

the~e

G.ocur:.1::.:nts ?.'ould r~c~~1v·e ~ fc.l~e

·so lmve :;e(:..:11 tl:c Chinese only ruluctcntly ::.nd

at long last decided to

::nodify their native: educatione.l

system at all:i whe11 tbe;,.· dicl all they ••Lnt:~d to ach::.ove

was the
.give.

m~teTial

strenGth

th~t ~e~tern

sc1er.ca

ap~e~red

to

A slogan ct the be6inrJiq; of tho t.;enticth C(mtucy

gave a recipe for a

rej~venatcd China.

It -::t-.s "let Chinese

learning the e:;senca, ar. .d let i'.'er.t ::rn le-:rni!l.f: prov lee
niaterial et"ficier~cy."

and Chinese

A"t '1e~st it ;,an only u vc.;;uc rocipe,

educaticn:.:.llst~

!.:z.vc

~~1t:!:~t

ever since tryL"'lg to

discover the pro,::ortions of +,he ni:r.:~ure r:nc': the- racthod of
the blend.

In tho r::e;:i.nti::.e :nany sturJents hs.vE. te-::n :.8nt

abroad to find tho same unc.r:.:- co'Zlplet0l7 :11e::;tnrn Sj'.:tcm,

and praetictlly sll tho!;e :·:ho
off from their

O?lll

~-:cr-.o.t

abro::d to lc~rn, i7cre cut

culture <:nd native problems.

7hu~ at

prasant tl1ey h:.vn not yot fo1md the magic :"orou1~.

Some ye 8 rs agot a certain Chinese clnio::: thc.t the

-----1

Chines'e intelligentsia connected with University of' Peking,

a few

years ago, discovered what the reformers and

the modern Chinese philosophers believe, will eventually
be the basis of national regeneration.

They began to

realize that the reconstruction of China had to come
through something more fundamental than a mere change
government.

or

They aimed at the rebirth of the old Chinese

civilization by d1scoverin1t the toundation ot western
strength and absorbing its essence into their own phi-

losophy so as to.effect a new synthesis 'pn an intellectual·&nd spiritual basis.

The

suceess of the suggested basis of national

regeneration will, oC coµrse, largely depend upon the

policy of the ·present Chinese government and the

r$alization

of its statesmen the importance of becoming a

powerfUl nation will depend largely upon the education of
its citizens, if China wants to be ranked equally with

other nations.
It was obvious that reformers in the Manchu

Dynasty, would be unable to decide the right formula tor
the new education.

They had themselves been educated

tinder tlie old system they had only a second hand knowledge
through inadequate translations of Western books (often
obsolescent in their country of origin) to enable them to

appraise and select from Western culture.

The returned

students w'ere handicapped by having 1nsutfic1ent
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acquaintance_ with their own literature.

What was required

was a selected committee or men, who were learned people
or both East and West, but no man such as these has yet

existed.

So they have not been unanimous as to China's

_needs• , T_hey could not decide whether more hours should be

spent on Classics or on Western learnings.

In a European or American school the subjects
~hioh

a pupil is introducedto are all moro or less or the

same .inspiration, the scientific facts and the practical
,,

.

•.

!acts

o~

daily life are actual, not only during the

specialistic lessons such as physics or geography, but
a1so

when~he

is reading from a general reader or a

iselection from the national literature.

The unfortunate

Chinese p_upil, on the other hand, was the subject
d1archy.

He

wa~

at different times

accept two different sets

or

or

or

the day enjoined to

facts and ideals,

Because of

the traditional respect for authority he found it all the

more difficult to make convenient compromise.

The Chinese

schoolboy bad an age or authoritarianism, unlike the
.American schoolboys who could ask "Vil\Y?'', "What?" 1 and
."How?" for every tact that was offered him, therefore, to
!orget impertinent questioning.

At the early stage of the

reform movement Chinese student had not yet learned to
.tpj.nk in .the way

that process.

the Occidentals (Americans) understand

The pupil under the old system learned

-everything by heart.
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It may be thought that an over-ambitious program

is no great disadvantage, because even if it is not
realized much will have been accomplished in the attempt
to carry it int'o effect.
maY·

have

Those who favor this argument

in' mind the Russian Five Year Plan. - But there

is a' great difference betwep,n a Russian Five Year Plan and

a Chinese Compulsory Educational Scheme. The former is
·'

devised with relation to Russia's capacity; the latter

scarcely takes China's capacity int<;> consideration at all.
The

resUlt

is that a Russian Five Year Plan is considered

all ·along as a practical programme, whereas no serious
attempt is -made to carry out a Chinese Compulsory

Educational Scheme. The serious defects lie in the old
learning and tradition which controll the thinking and
action.of 'the-Chinese.

Question

bas been asked, how is it that Japan

succeeded in Westernizing herself' in the period of a few
decades whereas China so rar appears to have failed?
J'at>an hB.s adopted West'ern material 'appliances and large

sections of \Vestern social systems practically simul-

taneously._ But she bad a vigorous and flexible social
'system

or her own'whicb digested the foreign matter with

su.ccess'rU1 metabolism.
internal war,

or

She had none of the handicaps Of

a relaxing central authority, o"t

recurrent f1nanc1aJ. crises, of exter:nal pressure, of a
bug'e territori and diverse pr>pulation.

In China the

situation was quite the reverse.

In Japan existed and

exists a powertul ruling clasfs tram which all the great
le&aers for re.f'orm and modernization bave come.

In China

there was no such natural leadership, there was only a
civilian bureaucracy and no powerful intelligentsia.
Long centuries

ot despotic domination, enticements ot

o.f'f1c1al lite, and pureJ.7 literary end useless education
had made the literary class passive, innocuoua, and
ineffective.

Secondly, a necessary phase ot Western

civilization is the military pbaae which is behind the
sc1ent1tic, technological, and industrial. civilisation,
and the existence or the higbl.y specialized and dominant

lllilita17 caste has enabled the country to reach this
phase almost at once.

China pa11ed feudal age two

thousand years ago, and the· soldier's profeasion hr.a
become relegated to the illiterate and unruly class ot
the superfluous population •

Thirdly, the peculiar

political development ot Japan 1n the last thousand

rears has bequeathed her a suitable and stable basis tor
a new political tramework.

To tb11 may be added a

decayed stem will not receive grattingSJ it is necaasu.ry
to uproot it and to aow the aoll with new seed.

Also

one must not forget that China only started in earnest
on her reform tiftY years attar Japan ht.d undertaken hers.
The Chinese at present are a very long way from
1ng the Japanese.

emulat~

But this is not to say that ther• has

-

been no progress ,toward the.distant aim.

A very great

deal has been dode, especially since "The September.18th

Incident". or, the Manchurian Conflict of 1931.

At the

same time the educational 1nst1tuttons

under operation.showed both decrease and increase from
1926 to 193'1 • · . Since 1922 when provisions ·were made for

.·the .establishment ot higher institutions specializing
.

.

'

on val'ious·subjects, and certain.courses in the higher
institutions

wer~

put on a selective basis. Thus all

teohnical colleges and higher normal schools were
·alassif'ied a.s.ttcolleges and.universities.n By 1928 there
were seventy-:-four higher educational institutions and
~-

·llUndred ·and eight before· the outbreak

A.'imiversity consisted of' co+,leges

or

or

was in 1937.

arts, science, law,

. commercei education, agriculture, engineering and
medicine. .

Ther~

must be at least three colleges which had

to.include science .and one ot the three colleges or
ag1'1culture 1 or·engineer1ng", or medicine, those having

, less thaxl three colleges . fell under .the "independent
c~llegesn
~requii'i\ng

category •. With the exception of medical colleges
a.six-year course, the term for graduation of

· all other colleges was fixed at four years.

schools .required a two to three-year course.

ties

,~.independent

Technical
Universi-

colleges might establish schools

ror.post:...graduate .studies whichusuall.7 have a two-year.
course of study.

.An abrupt drop to ninety-one was registered

during the latter halt of 1937. . The trend has sirice ·

been on. the upturn: ninety-seven in 1938, 113 in 1940,

and ·l33·1n 1943.*
Progress has also been made in secondary
education..

The number ot secondary educational· insti-

tutions wt:ts given at 2:1 819 by the Uinistry of Education

tor

1942~42•

~his shows a

considerable increase over the

preiious years;;.1 1 896 schools before 1938 to 2 1 483

schools at present,·* this number, however, does not ·

include norma'i· and /Vocational schools. ·~Primary educat-.
ion,, however, has retarded;.
The term nsecondary Education" includes three
kinds of >schools..., ordinary middle schools, normal

. schools and· vocational schools. ·. -The term "Middle .Pchooln

illcludas both junior and senior grades.

According to
~nd

their nature and source of' incol"le, m1dd1e

vocational

schools are ot two kinds; ·. public ·~nd private.- The
public schools may be national, provincial, mtmicipe.l or

country•. ·The school-term for secondary institutions

were from

four to five years before 1922.

In 1922

sec'!Ondar;r education was revised, a six-year. course was
.

.

adopted for secondary

institution~.

Every encouragement

was given to the -.establishment or .agricultural~ in- .
*Chin~Information Committee,. News Release Sept.3,l943.

*
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dustrial, and comuercial education.
l!~id.

In primary education, nmphnsis hns boen
on anti-illiteracy work.

It wos begun in

th~

sUJnr11er

or

1935 when a five-year plun for compulsory educaticn was

adopted by the Rational Ooverrimont, etfectivo·rrom l935l93911nclus1ve •

.At tho und of tho five your poriod, it

was expectod th4t more tlmn forty porcont ot the' entire
munber of illiterate cbildrell' would lmve received com-

pulsol"T education for one year.
plunned that

~

Following

tour-year progra.mme,

th1~

it was

1940-194~ inclu~ive,

would be enforced ruring which 60 percent ot the children

of the entire nation would receive two years of compulsory education.

Beginning from 1944 1

year programme Wa! to be launched

nnd

·~not her·

four-

it· was expected

that ·1111terac7 wottid· be wiped out by the end or 1949. ·

The .five - year plan.for msss educa.ticinwns
Rgain promulgated ·at the National Conference'ont.fass
Education held under tho auspices ·of tho J.tinistry ot
FAunation in March 1940.

According tc the plan, the

programme was to begin 1r..

Au~ust 1 1940~

1945.

nnd end in· Jul7

The progrr.mmo calls for the entabllshment dur 1ng

the first

ye~r

of one nucleus school for each hnieng or

chen and one people's schcol for every three pao.
pao consists ot six to fifteen chia and
sists or six to fifteen families.

sists of 100 to 150 familios.

~nch

(Each

chia c6n-

Thi.t tla~"ls c. pao con'

.

'-\

Six to fifteen pao nakes a .

hs1ang (#!~) or a a hen.· (&$.) 1 ·so that by the end ot one
year. (July 1941) / siXty-five percent of' the children of

sahool age {between six, and tifteen), and more than thirty
percen't o.r l.l.lt:terate adul.ts, ranging in age from fifteen

to:fort:r•f1ve, should be in school.

Each year, the number

o:r sohooJ.s. and .the1r enrollment, are to be gradually increased so tha.t after the programme enters into its .fifth
and, last

year .in 19441 ., there. will .be .one people's school .

tor· each peo. and the.entire remaining illiterate populat'.""
ionj.ehildren·and. adults, should be·in school.* According

to thia pl.an· the Central Government,provinaiul; munnici-·
pal ,and hsien governments, were .to · cooperate in maldng

appropriations for.the rising• expenditures of, the primary

schools•
schools,

To assure effective administration of the
i~

was Q.ecided to h()ld periodical

..

ex~inations

'

of·the school.pert:1onnel·so that rewards and punishment
mey,be gi"len.

To improve the.treatment ot teachers it

was, urged tbat due· consideration. be given to the cost or

living·· in various localities.

The· outbreak of the war in
impossible to oarry out the five

~

J~y

1937 1 made it

year programme

or

.compulsory educatioJ]: as originally planned. · Furthermore,
there were laok of tunds. in the National.· Government, and
most, of the people,. after. they have worked the. entire day
.in. .various
actj.vi.1;1es;
"
.
'

,'

.

h~ve '.no

.time

to.· .participate .in it •
..

.

if'. China Inf'ormat1on Commi t:tee 1 . News.· Release;. April

'

l,1940.

Only a few states or provinces accepted and enforced this

plan.
The w~~Qf .social education overlaps with that

of mass :educ·at1on in that it .also aim~ at wiping out

Ul1teracy,

It must enable the people to.read·and write,

to ba•e a general. knowledge ot rural and city lif'J and
it must teaah.them to control themselves, how to promote

public life, .and how to be informed on national a.nd inter-

national affairs. · Adult schools, rending

ce~ters,

activities, schools and assylums, .films and
ere . all means to real1.ze this .end.

J)Ublic
etc.,

~adios 1

Social educution seeks

to.enlighten .through its.varied vehicles the ent1re, popu0

la.tion :except those who .are already in regular educational

institutions.
No up-..to-date figures.are avail.able.as to the
number

or .students

or. pBrsons

benefit~d•

The ·task for the

ntmber of groups, organizati::>ns a?¥I 1nst1tut"&-tms parti-

cipated in the dissemination or social education is a

treD!endoua and expensive one.
Yost of the higher institutions prior to the war

were located in the cities of China's coastal provinces •
Such far away province$ as Chahar 1 Sikiang and others, had
rem~ned

outskirts unreached by education in its highly -

.

developl'Jd :f'orms ~

.

There _,was great ne.ed for decentralization.

Japan's aggression brought about more progress alC?ng this
line than would have .been possible in a generation ?f

ThG redistribution of

pe~ce•

stitutions f'ollor.ed e. series
ceast~l

Chin~~s

educational

~r:· migration~

in~

from the ·

provinces tc the interior ~e:?t • · !fo1•th'Nest 1 · l!nd

aouthwest ot

China~

The first migrution toojt· place in

Augusst 1037 (:no:>tly

the f!!ll of. fht:ngh~~!,

frciti ·Poking),

Eoochow1 Nan.king rm.d Hrmko'll in Uovember ''ntl nocenber

193'7 led to the second ?!igrc.tion, t:.lld lom~ before tI'.e·
withdrawal c.£ Chinese· forces from the \':uht•.n cit1el!! .i the

cchoolo·thcre

r.~de

the thirdmie;raticn.

ntu:!ents znd so1:.1e ot the light ar.d

Only the staf'f,

inportc~nt equi.~Ynent

ot those £chools ir.ore moved, n1.'1ety-one cut of hundred

e.nd eight,

.the·c~puzt.nd.

were occupied· or
losses

destroy~tl

SUSt~~incd:

mor,ey~

by;· the

J,:ip.:~nase

f:.rm.y,

The

by in!;titutions Of. higher leerr..ing

inCUlCUJ.c.ble, but. it
t&rms or

bbildings of the.univer!?it1es

C~X'&?lOt

Wt!S

be Mti!"Oly 'eva.lueted !n

:.s for instmco, tho mnterit.ls fer re-

EH'1.:..rch 1.i1 v:.u·ious fields po::;cs~cd b:; U:!r.Jtlrig !!rd...ic:·zit1'.)

the modern

hi~tory docm:lo.~tc

or

Tsinghu.::.;,

Univ~rnity,'.nnd

the t;ool~gic:-..l .foscil!f o.f P~ki."lg Univer:Jit:r., nra

th~m

also

have bean :nor;;ad.

D'..iring the ":1:.'.r

p~riod

many naw pu!lllc :.nd pr1Vu'to · univar:;itie::J

l!l!')!"O

thc:-c '!':fare·
~d

coll.ages under ·;:.peratione.
~itb ~ho redi~tribu~ion

and

doccntraliz~tio~

ot

China' J in3titut1ons or h1gh3:::- loarning·, cortain ir:ip.:-.J"le-

mants r.nd readjustments in orgrurl.zation and curriculum to

meet war-time demands have been effected.

These are

based upon the programme for war-time education adopted
by the Extraordinary Kuomintang National Conference
convened in·March 1938.

It suggested (1) that both the

educational system and teaching
A programme

materi~l

shall be revised.

ot war-time education shall be instituted with

emphasis on cultivation ot the people•s morals, and the
enhancement ot scientific research and the expansion ot
necessary taailities, (2) technical personnel ot all kinds
shall be trained and given the proper assignment in order to
meet war needs, (3) youth shall be given training to enable them to work in war or in rurnl areas, (4) women shall
be given training so th8t they may be 1ot service to social
enterprises and thereby or help to· the nation•s war strength.
The principle is to effect a well-balanced development in
the different departments· or learning.

In many cases the

emphasis has been on science and engineering, this can be
evidenced by the entrance exa.mUuttion and the limitation
to the number

or

students who wanted to enter .4rt colleges.

The secondary education as the higher institutions
have migrated into the interior since the war started.

In

the past there was no comprehensive plan for the regional
distribution ot institutions

or· secondary

education.

1-.s

result the coastal provinces were crowded with schools
while interior provinces were badly in need of them.

To

remedy the situation, the Ministry of F.ducation promul-
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a

gated regulation 1n 1938 tor tho d1atr1but1on ot 1Mt1tut1on1.

Each proY1nce waa d1Y1ded into aiddle, noraal,

and Yocatlonal school diatr1cta, thO)' were created 1n
accordance •1th populat1on, t1nanc1al cond1t1otUJ cultural
level and cOlllWlicat1on tac111ti••·
lmproYoaents were aade 1n ad.D.1n1atrat1on ot
secondary school• and 1n their curr1culua with respect to

war-tiae needs.

The content• ot the textboolu or the

course in c1t1&enah1p 1

Chin••• languace,

h1•tof7 and

«•ocraptv were cona1derabl.7 llOdl.tied to tit actual cood1t1on1,
and instructive paasa.gea were aelected troll tbe teachings

or

Dr. Sun Yat-sen and other creat leadera.
It waa reaol•ed at
in 1938 that the

the Tb1r4 Educational Con!IJ1"ence

tour catagor1cal •1rtue1 ot propriety,

r1gbteousne11, integritT &nd selt-reapect abaould be ao.de 1n
all schools t.he

tour

c~=

end:lenta tor the character cult1-

•at1on, and all. student• are required to take a1l1tary

tratntna and to attend tralntna caapa tor three DOnthB.
Fu.rtheraore, the tilniatf7 ot !ducauon,atter the
People•• Education

Conterence 1n 1940 announced tbat the

YOe&t1cmal education alas at bulldin& a aomd aiddle cla11

tor the •ar1oua protesa1ona and 1nduatr1al enterprises. Thellll
are tra1nlnc school• and abort t1.J:ut

cl.a•••• tor aecban1c1,

electrical caa:un.icat10JU 1 aetal. work, etc., and apecial
classes,too, are opened in 11e>ra than ten colleges and
un1•ers1t1e1 tor ad•ancld 1tud1e1 alone such 11.nes.
Tbe atte.apt to unl.ver1al1ze producti•• oducat1on

D&7 be eYidenced by the 1ncorporat1cn ot product1••
~1.

education courses into the middle school curriculum, besides instituting organizations tor the same 1n the
various vocational

schools 1n order to facilitate the

practice or students along such lines.
Since 1939, both the Department of. Finance.and
the Department of Education promulgated that only those
who are studying science, engineering and military
science will be al1owed 1n the United States or to be
sent to America· tor training.

The liberal arts students

must return within two years 1 regardless their financial
status.
Border education has as its field or work all
the border regions of China inhabited by tribespuople
including Mongols, Tibetans, Islams, Kiaos, Lolos and
other tribes.

In the outlying districts of China, Islams

play an important role.

It has been a religion or re-

bellionsJ even as late as 19331 there are reports ot uprisings and

or

government overthrows in the border lands,

nomially under Chinese control.

These were usually stirred

up by Japanese and Russian propaganda. The Department-or
Mongolian - Tibetan E:ducation

or

the Jiinistry of F.ducat1on

undertakes to provide a.ll border districts ot China with
modern education and to preserve and reconstruct.their
cultures.

Border education did not follow any systematic

trend until 1939 when the J.finistry for the first time

de-

fined its policy (the border lands realized the barbarism
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and aggressiveness of the Japanese since they attacked
China· in· 1937, the clo.se cooperation between the Central
Government and their local governments have been greatly
incr.eased) 1 which it modified in 1940• ·,_ According to this
modified · ·policy for border education, the pur1)ose ··is· to

Unify and reconstruct the oulttire of' the various tribes '
of ·chilia· with eqWi:f 'emphas.is on primary education, citizen-

ship training,. vocational and hygienic training. ·In.
secondary education, special emphasis is to the development
and ·to a clear understandi.ng of the Chinese race and, the
nationi · In higher educa tion, attention is given, to the
exchange of students in order to enable them to learn the
culture· or different parts of.China.by distributing them to
various univer·slties/ and to the participation of. various
tribes for the reconstruction of·China after-the war.
Considerable progress in. the promotion of border
education has been made since the establishment of the
Department of Mongolian - Tibetan F.ducation in 1930. Bord.er
education personnel· has been trained·: linguistic symbols

have been.devised and unified; texts and.reference bool_{s
have been written and loans and·schola.rsbiips granjed•
If the close cooperation and the friendly relationship between the Central Government and the local governments

of border provillces would continue after the war, China
would.have indeed achieved an important step toward national
unity.

From the above, the development or modern
education it seems to be approaching satisfactorily' towards the

di~tant

aim - "uniformity 1n educational policyy

however, one must have in mind that a large portion ot the

country has been occupied

by the

Japanese, the influence

of the Chinese governmental educational pol1cies 1 naturally 1

could not roach the enslaved citizens, whose children have
been trained by the schools or the puppet government,

sponsored by

the Japanese government.

the Co?mtunists, in

the northern part

On the other hl1lld 1

or

China, have

e!tablished schools or their own, long before tho war,
completely separated from Central control. They have been
giving the youth their ideology.
National

After the war, the

Government will have a tremeadous and difficult

task to convert their ideology and readjust those students
to the Central programme.
Unity of the nation in war time, indeed, is
stronger than peace time, so most
gested by the National

or

the programmes sug-

Govern:nent are usually epproved by

the people unanimously and are easily entorced.

But there

are many people who like to direct and administer, and let
others to do the actual work.

So we can soe that there

are still unsolved problems to be tackled after the war,
tho ulti1?1&te goal
achieved, and

- "unity" is still tar from being

let us hope that tho situations appeared

during 1916 will not be repeated again.

It interest in

education is anything, the Chinese people must still go
farther

by action and deed rather

intentions.
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than vocal sanguine and

, III.

Religious Influence on Education.

The utan

~ho

has given his name to Confucianism

is the on1y one of the Chinese race who has achieved a
world wide reputation, and this be has done 1n a truer
and more literal sense than any other uninspired teacher,
his fame extending over larger territories and vnster
populations.

Greatly neglected and imperfectly appreciated

during .his life, the Chinese people have, since his death,
gone to the opposite extreme of exaggerating his merits
and exalting him as God, almost ascribing to him perfection
of virtue and omniscience.

Yet in our

Ohn

days attacks

have been made.upon Confuciusj .both by the less intelligent
type of missionary and by the more radical wing of modern

students. His own estimate of himself is probably very neab
the truth.

He said: " I am not one who was born in the

possession of knowledge; I am one who is fond of antiquity,
and earnest in seeking it there.

A transmitter. not a

maker 1 .believing in and loving the ancients."

The great

teacher did not profess to create a system but only to restate and systematize the moral principles of the past.
thus emphasized adherence to former practice rather than
experiment and.innovation.
As is frankly stated by himself', he was not the

He

originator of any new doctrine or system of doctrines, but
simply the expounder and perpetuator of _the taechings of
the sages who proceeded him. · At t.hat. early period he was
alread7 looking back into_ .antiquity and endeavoring to
save its works from oblivion.
We may infer .from his example that a want of
orisinality, and
usages 1 .was a

a_ser~ile

following

characteri·st~c.

or. old

forms .and

or the Chinese more .than two

thousand years_ ago,; a peculiarity which his teachings and
example have served to render. still more extreme and confirmed.
o~

Confucius was rather the exponent and embodiment

the Chinese culture

~han

the originator of it.

Whether

considered as teacher, reformer, compiler of literature,
or simply as a human being, 9on:fucius remains a personnage
to be reckoned with.
The Chinese Classics, in

whic~

the Confucius

system is . found,
comprise.. what are called the S -·shu .
'

-.Chin (The Four Books and The Five Classics).

Wu

The con-

tents ot these books may be.represented in general as made
up or ethics, history, political economy,
and sayings.and
teachings or Confucius.
.
.,
'

biogr~phy,

poetry

These books are

emphatically and almost. exclusively the textbooks in all
the. schools of China in the:past few decades, and were and
are regarded as the summum bonum
excellence.

or

knowledge and literary

They have.moulded the minds of the Chinese

people ai;id are.the ultimate standard to which all moral,
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governm.entai, hlatorioal, and other questions are referred.

The.long· acceptance of the· Confucian view inevitably led

to tlie development or a static s'ociety; which 1 t was
possible to maintain because Of th$ absence of' contact
with the

non~

Chinese world after· the.Manchu conquest in

1644.

The Five Relations and the

Five

Virtues are also

the basic and important elements or his teachings. · The
Five Relations are those subsisting between emperor and
officer (this has· been abolished since the Revolution),·
rather 8nd son, husband and wire, among brothers, and
friends.

The last tour relations belong to the family,

which is justly' regarded as the true foundation

or

the.

State, to promote peace in 'the State and it seeks to preserve" the purity or the home.

Here are to be inculcated

iessons of respect, obedience, and regard tor law.

Here

habits of subjection to lawful authority are formed which
fit the ind.iv°idual to b~come a good citizen.

stands t1rst 1n the categ~r1 of

human ·duties•

important part ot the religion of the Chinese.

Filial piety

and is an
Disrespect

or disobedience to parents and ·elder ones is sometimes
punished by dismemberment.

Children in the,1r earlier years

are required to be respecttul, dutiful, and retiring; they

are expected to reverence whatever i~nherited and detived
from their parents

arid ancesters. Ken are' exhorted to

avoid intemperance and vice and disgracing and offending
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generations· Of their .far:dliflS4

The dtti;ies

or

br~thron

s.re

expressed' in 11 The elder .is to love,, tho young.::\r is to .

respect•"

The :relation between husband ~ind wife has been

modified siri.ce the• Revolution•··· Women and men are on equal

basas;and have

same

rights

and

privileges ..

The last

relationship am<.>ng fri~nds ls-answered by his Golden Rulet

ttWhat'you.' do not want done to yourself do not do to othersV
This is to bring about an appreciation· of' the i~Aspans1b1lty

of

the individUc.~l for the' safety

or.

the group and tl~e

effect of individual con<tuot on the safety of others and
the ueterring or men from doing evil and 1no1ting them to
do· good.

The Five Relations covered the whole sphere of
llumari ·dutfe.s•
· The Five Virtues of the .Coni"uc1antsm fire
,
t1Be11evolence 1 " "Righteousness, tt 1fPropriety1 n · ttKno1'!'lt1<1ge, n
and

"Faith"•
The .'.defeets · ot Co11f'U.oianism are fa.i:rly obvious,-

mainly due to its legalism and externality.

But it is a

good deal to the credit of' China that ·she has con.sistantly,
thrQUgh the Saga·i s

·life· on

iri..riuence, placed education and public

a moral fO'Undation. · On this toun<hi.tion she has

·taught compliance with the way

up

a..~ e~pire

or

Heaven, and she has built

upon the recognition of social obligations to

the living and the dead.
The system or ethics 'and morality which Confucius*

it-In Chinese, the name is spelled as Hung.;.ru-tze.

taught is the purest_ which has never originated in the
history of the world, _and that he has exerted a greater
influence for good upon the Chinese than any other

un~

inspired sage of· antiquity._ Since the National Government

came izlto existence, it, _is most. regretful that such .

teacb1ngs have been grossly neglected, partly because the
government disapproved these principles.
over the weakness

or

the central

Confucius mourned

~overnment

in hiA dAvs,

and constantly condemned the assumption by the feudal
princes of titles, honors and !unctions belonging only to
the government

caused the deteriobation of the nation

whic~

and the society.

His principles in his teachings are in

accordance with a democratic government.
students of inner states or

p~oyinces,

Partly because

who have studied at

the missionary and .the. radical higher institutions of the
coastal provinces, returned and suggested that their so called mod.ern ideas. should be substituted for the conventional teachings, of Confucius.
aga~st

The women are especially

such teac.hings, .for Confucius believed that men are

superior to women.

Those modern students declared that

individual rights should be based on individualism not on
the. group as, a whole.

Those who were doped with the reform

ideas, and assi.sted by the governmental office. switched to
the new teaching.
to

disputatio~

As a result members of the family came

whenever individual interest ill concerned.
~

-

'

-

"

'

More social problems appeared in recent years, especially
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along tbe coastal provinces, which could have boen aYOided
a tew decade1 ago,

We must realize that educational aims

should be aiaa ot society.

The teach1nga or Contuc1ua

have beon approved by our elder onoa.

Tbe aims are belng

met by quite a te• ot his teachings wb.11• other teachings
have tai.led 1n this reapoct, and that those aims •u11t represent the al.Ds ot 1oc1cty,

Society aa a whole ia con-

fronted with the probleaa not Juat the individual or a
certain party.

The chi et outcome to be a chined troa the

teachings ia the davelop•ent ot the group rathor than
1nd1Yidual attitudes with respect to aociety, since it ia
designed •ostl.7 tor the cood or society, and adapted ••ll
to the society, •h.T should the teaa change pla7urs while
they are •inning,

The r1alng social probleaa have pro-

ceeded so rapidl.7 that I hope the nocioty •ill boaoae

conscious ot the tact that the next generation should be
considered and that the preaant one is enteebling the
society raster than it can be repaired, I,bope social
attitudes will coae to the reac:ue and rea.llae that J"Ulled

individWU.isa baa been

responsible~

tor the moral

deterioration and d.i11ntegrat1on or tbe aoe1ety.

••

should profit by the •11doa and experience or the past
and •• ouiht. to Dake these steppin' •tonos to higher le11els
in the tuture, and •• ought to select the best and do
better than our tather1.

We cannot deny the intluence ot a good. exa.aple,
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but we cannot accept it

~s

a

rulin~

educationa1 principle

of society• and there can be no doubt that its importance

was overemphasized.

In some cases ,hie principles are

inappropriate and inpractical for present use, tor to-day
this is a changing world, social aims must change
constantly to suit the changing society.

For example,

Confucius was deeply interested in the sacrificial ritual

or

the national religion.

In the Analects, it gives the

evidence ot the frequency in which he urged the importance
of the

"LI", .that

is to say, the "Rites" or "Religious

worship", it describes those employed in the worship

or

Heaven and ancestors. Some of his principles gave evidence

ot monopolizing the life or an individual and the whole
race, such as the principle observed in tho capping of a
young man when be comes or age 1 and those employed in the
solemnization or marriage, as well as with the funeral
rites and the observance during the period of mourning,
there are also those used in the social intercourse among
frie~s,

as well. as those employed in the home.

Ancestor worship is a religion that was once
common among nearly all races.

The sentiments which

prompts men to care for the graves of their dead and to
seek communion with them is. one which allmust respect.
The human heart is everywhere the same, unless they are
trained to do otherwise.

We yearn for the society of

those whom we have known and loved who have gone from this
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lite.

Al1 peoples, too, have memorial sorvices in honor

or the dead, and that is the essential essence or the
Chinese worship

or

thoir anceatora.

One or the objections to the worship or tho dead
is that extravagant respect tor tho teaching And practices

ot dead ancestors aakea progress very d.1!t1cult. The
dead hand rests heavily upon the living and restrains all
movemantr toward change, even though 1t may be toward a
betterment or conditions.

The Chinese overemphasize the

duty or reverence tor the dead.
tacea to

the past, and follow too much tbe precl?dent or

those who have gone on before.
aan, who

They stand with their
Confucius said that tho

tor three years after bis rather•s death, does

not change rroa his tatber•a wa.y may be CO\Ulted truly
filial.* To-d&T there is a movement among the young 1n

Jlan7 or them

China away troa the restraints ot the past.
have gone too tar, and abandoned the good

or

customs without considering the true value

or

the old
its appli-

cation to the present society.
The rellgioua situation 1n China bas made no
advance, but bas rather been going backward since the
birth

or

the various religions.

The character

or

God, our

relation to hi.a, the nature ot the soul, and our future

destin.Y are subjects which the Chinese people seem to have
very illpertectly apprehended, or been fr entirely ignorant
• J.nalects 1111
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of, .Tbismay·have'been because these subjects are more
mysterious in their very nature,· or because men slrut their
eyes to truth, and ·,~ill not see 'when they. might' or because
of ·judicial 'blina.D.ess·, 1m'planted.

and idoltary.

on

account of( disobedience

The religious notion of' the masses arc,

th~refore, vague

and

chaotic~· '.Most of their worship is a

matter'· of' custom,. 'rather tbs'.~ serious conviction, they feel

that.they must' worship ·someth111g 1 and to satisfy their
conscience, but without the slightest knowledge of the
histories arid pririciples·or these religions.· The

conventionai:scholars·encouraged such ideas that it is very

desirable for 'the common people whose moral perceptions are
obtuse; and who cannot think, to have idols set before them
to' awe ·and 'restrain· them; arid these scholars are idol<
worshippers too. Since scholars are highly respected by the

cominon· people,'' naturally they imitate every action made by
the· scholars, 'and obey the.words spoken to them.
':

Once

a disciple

asked Confucius about Heaven, Con-

fucius replied that he could not answer all

questions of

life how could he answer anything he was not acquainted
with and never'had experienced.

But though Confucius gave

to the 'people no religion, and discouraged inqUiries with
reference to God and Heaven, spirits snd things mysterious,
still the religious instinct was so strong, and' the desire
to have ·objects of religious· worship so imperative, that
the 'people would have iome religion, true or false.Buddhism

came in to satisfy the•religious want which Confucius left
unsupplied.

Btiddh1slli arrived.in China from India during the
Han Dynasty (65 to·70 AD)•

Slowly the fa.1th spread over

the country•' Oftentimes it was persecuted and honored.
It has undergone a change, its teaching from that of oarly
Buddhism has been greatly modified.

Like Taoism; at present 1

they are'religions of a mixture of mysticism; magic, myths,
.and·polytheism.· They-have conformed to the tastes and the
requirements.of the people, or, rather, been modified by

monks and pi-iests,· so as better to please the people anQ.
attract them'to the temples.

Buddhism treats largely of u future world and
preparation for it j '.but 1 t:. is very meagre in its teachings

with reference.to the present.

The Gods of Buddhism

inhabited an ideal worid or presided over the regions· of

Hades·,· and its vota'ries· were directed to seek seclusion
from the world and· society;_ another emphasis on indi...:

vidualism.
activities

The Buddhists never participate in any social

and

never'.cared·much about the outside world.

The temple is their only community and their ultimate aim·
is· to attain Nirvana.; To the average person their place
is ·at the templ~,
J.fo.ny of the monks1· both Taoists and Buddhists, it

i·s true, are worthless· creatures, lazy, ignorant and
ViCiOUS~ ·sometimes,. they are ·called the trgocial parasiterr I
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ror they are taken care or by the contributions made by
the wealthy class.

Their teachings and activities are

retrogressive to modern China, and regarded as corrupt
and demoralizing, and dangerous to the State. . Idol
worship and pagan principles have caused the citizens to
be submissive, passive, non - cooperative,· self satisfied and degenerate the social standard of the nation.
They have

b~en

like the blind leading the blind.

So

powerless is human nature to extricate itself from the ruin
into which

~t

has voluntarily plunged.

Nothing can

accomplish this work but a regenerative education under
expert supervision and with_an established goal for a rejuvenated society.
But in spite of all opposition, Buddhism is a
religion of peace and humaneness, it forbids all killing,
and relieves human suffering.

Similar to the teachings of

Confucius, its ethical teaching takes a high rank.

It

trains men to be lawful citizens who are ruled from within
rather than without, and teaches men to do good rather than

ev111 stressing humaneness.

The Buddhists have done much

to cultivate among the people a love of natural scenery and
encouraged sculpture and painting.

It has a profound

influence upon Chinese civilization, upon its philosophy
and its arts, its architecture, its literature and its religion.

Buddhism is one of the chains that tightened the

unity of the Chinese people for more than a thousand years.

Buddhism bas in it many things that the humble people
could take to their hearts., Thoroughly to enjoy the
teachings of Confucius one must be a scholar, in order to
understand its principles.
Buddhist

prin~iples

And ror the uneducated,

are easier and simple, it can be

assimilated by them Without"hardships.

Ittoaches them

that suffering was caused by desire and

th.-~t

to gain

peace and happiness taey must overcome desire, which tits
well into their environment.

It is tho humble class thnt

needs a regenerative education most after the war, otherwise, those people will turn to other ideologtes - probably communism, widch has conditioned the thoughts and
ideas during the present war period, and cHuse<l disunion
among the people.
Buddhism bas been called the "Light of Asia",
nnd undoubtedly it has dispelled much gloom.

It has been

a civilizing torce. , But there are black spots on the
disk

or

the sun, and Buddhism as well as other religions,

are hot tree from faults. · What is desirable is that, no
matter what our faith, we must love truth above all things
and be willing to acknowledge it wherever it may be found,
for in that alone is progress possible.

"Ye shall know

the truth and the truth shall make you free" itthe bonds ot superst1tut1on.

The Gospel of St. John, 8:32.
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free from

"And if the truth shall make

you tree ye shall be tree indeed."

*

-

Taoism is both a philosophy and a religion.

As.a

philosophy it is:traced to.Lao Tzu, who was .a profound
think.er1 a political philosopher of keen insight, and an
ethical teacher

or

very high order. The Tao - te

king,

~

which is the Bible of Taoism, treats of two subjects, TAO

and:TE.

Tao is the fundamental principle of the philosophy

which 1t teaches, and·te is the·practical exemplification

ot the principle .:tn C'lndilct • . Tao means the nway"; or the
"wordn •. As a verb it means. to .uwalk", or to ttspeak", , Te

implies action. It commonly translated as "virtue".

When

one.walks in.the "way" the result is right conduct; or
virtue.
Fo~

Lao.Tzu the welfare of the people was the true

object of .government. rtThe holy man•s method of governmentV

he says, "is to empty their.hearts and till their stomache;
to weaken their desires and strengthen their bones"•*

He

disliked, ·however 1 to.: see the people struggle for wealth.

and official position and take pleasure in display.

The

lust .0£ the fleshi the lust of the eye, and the pride of
lite, .were things he pondemned.

"R1ches 1 honor, and pride,"

he ,said, uieave a_ heritage of 111 fortune.n
nno nothing, tt was bis motto - "Do

nothing, and all

will be done. n He loved paradox. .flThe tao is ever inactive, yet there is.nothing which it does not accomplish."
"The holy man does nothing, so fails in nothing.

*Tao

~.te

- king Ch. III.
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He seizes

nothing, and therefore, looses nothing.

He desires to be

free from desire, and not to prize things that are hard
to get.n

This policy of suppressing desire and allowing

things to take their course, he believed to be the way of
nature - the way of the Tao.

He had no use for noisy

busy- bodies,
Lao Tzu was an altruist, for he said: "The holy
man keeps himself in the background, and therefore he
comes tothe front.

He puts self as1de 1 and therefore,

his own interests are preserved."

Once Confucius asked

himi "What, then will you return for good, if you return
good for evil?"

He saidi "I am good to the good, and I

am a1so good to the bad, for virtue (the te of his
philosophy) is goodness.

With the faithful I am faithful;

with the unfaith:t"u.l I am also faithfulJ for virtue is
faithfulness."*

"Requite enmity with kindness."*

He hated war,· and gave high place to tranquillity
and quietude,

One of his disciples, Chwang Tzu, expressed

his thought which was derived from Lao Tzu, he saids "The

command of armies is the lowest kind of virtue.

Rewards

and punishments are the lowest form of education,

Laws

and ceremonies are the lowest form of government.

Music

and fine clothes are the lowest form of happiness,"*
By his

philosop~

he seeks to make men masters of

Ch, XLIX
1 Ch. LXIII
*Legge, The Text of Taoism, Part I, p.334.

*Tao - te - king,

*

n

n
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n

themselves.· Thus he teaches as follows: "Whoso knows men
is knowing, but he who
He who-subdues others

knows himself has understanding.

is

strong; 'but hewho conquers self

is mighty. : He who' knows sufficiency is rich. "{f-

method by which one attains this self

~

But the

control is not

to be a method imposed upon one from "ithout by laws and
commands.

It is the self - determined choice of the soul,

which knowing Tao to be the source

or

all.things and ·the

only true way ot life, soeks to live in harmony with that
living word (tao) and to

walk in that high way.

It will at once be recognized that Lao Tzu was a
quietist.

He-would be passive - yield himself to the

influence of Tao,

It cotild not be right, :therefore, f\)r

him to strive and participate in any activities.

Hence

the Tao1St 1 today is a quiet, not easily provoked, one
who refuses to engage 1n controversy, · · Stri:fe 1 ·impatience,
anger - all these'destroy the peace of the soul which is
sum.mum bonum,
'

They injure the ·vitality of the man and

;~

shorten hfs' life,

~he

taoist agrees w1 th the Buddhist in

endeavoring to suppress desire; but whereas the Buddhist

looks.upon desire as the cause of birth and rebirth, from
which one should seek deliverance, the Taoist suppresses
desire because.desire frets the- soul and wears out the
life.

The Buddhist is a pessimist and thinks life to be

evil - a curse to be escaped.
*Tao -

te -

The Taoist loves life,

king, Ch. XXXIII.
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believes it to be ·a· blessing and seeks to prolong it.
The Taoist.principles appeal to the conventional

scholars most. ·Most or them h&ve failed in the public
exemination and could not attain a position in the government, at the same

time

they are too proud to do any

manual work and finally became a loafer.

They welcome the

principle of nwu - wei". or "Do - nothing" and others. They
merged the principles or Lao.Tzu and Confucius R.nd give
calamity and contusion to their proger..y with the reference
to the various teachings.
As ·I mentioned above, modern Tnoism has modified

its original principles.

At present, it is a religion or

evil; it has done more than any other religion to per-

petuate the· harmtul superstitions of' the Chinese.

The

belief in'witchcrart, the dread.of tlle np1r1t, to commUnicate with the

dead

and the practice

all common practices of Taoism.

or

exorcism are

It is an incentive point

that causes conflict between modern scientific knowledge.
Despite its failings Taoism bas also a very admirable
ethical code.

It teaches not to walk in the way of evil,

compassion~te

towards all creatures, correct yourself

then convert

others, assist and respect th'e elder~ and

k1nd to youngsters, end f1nally bear insl!lt without
hatred.

Taoism has held influence over the people, be, ..

cause it appeals to instincts and wants which Buddhism
has neglected or ignored.

It has filled the earth and
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sea and skies with deities endeavored. to unravel the

mysteries ot nature1 and furnished gods
wants of men's present world.

who

cared for the

In their fundamental and

orl.glnal. oha.racterist1cs 1 .· Conf\icia.nism is moral. Buddhism

metapbysical. 1 and Taoism materialistic•"
At present. China bas five main

reli~ions~

Islam,

Buddhism) Taoism, Lamaism and Christianity. ·Because of
their var1ous teacb1ngs

difference in principles, not

an~

a common and ultimate goal has been. established for the
society and the welfare of the p.eople 1 except for their

own egotistic principles and theology.

As a result, the

nation is divergent in thinking, and not united.

The

government has proclaimed the separation of religion and
state, yet the members or the government are so religious
minded) that rriotions have been evidenced in various
activities.

Often legislation in regard to the national

welfare was blocked by the various groups.
been passed, it has to go

thro~h

the government and the people.

Even if it had

another test between

Therefore the separation

ot State and religion is a necessity, and emphasis should
be laid upon "national unityn,
nation's welfare

shoul~

By that,. I mean the

precede religious emphasis.

The

people ml).St be reminded that without a nation ther is nothing,. but with a u..?lited nation there is everything.
Religious emphasis should be placed on a secondary basis
and used as a moral guide to

train the ethical character
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and develop lawiUl citizenship in the individual, those
qualities whereby he will aot well his part as a member or
town, city, states or provinces, and nation.

The training

of people's mind, so they could think in the world or
ideas or engage 1n abstract thinking,· however, should be
placed

~der

the educational institutions, which must be

operated on democratic principles and bases, and give the
truth.
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V. Problema ot the Chinese Language.
"Education is the perpetuation or a culture and
all culture, especia1ly intellectual is built upon the

language:"• This statement is veey true in China.

Here

language moans rather the ideographic written mediwa than
the spoken language.

The written languages or other

nations have changed •1th the ct'4.nge or their speech,
while in China the characters,• and their meanings, have
remained as they were two thousand years ago.

The

literary language has been an artificial thing tor a
thousand years or more, and ror all its stylistic variations it has been essentially the same throughout the
ages. Once a Chinese has succeeded in mastering it, it is
the same !or him, trom the point or view or language,
whether the poem he is reading was written a thousand
years ago or later, it is Just as comprehensive in either
case.

A Chinese scholar is 1n touch with the ages through

the medium or the ancient scripts, so is he with a coeval
Chinese at the other aide or the country.

•

~ ~ -~

Although he

rv .t. .~ J}
term !or the signs ot the Chinese written
language 1n English is "charactersV "Ideogram," is
sometimes substituted rrr the above, and others
prefer to use the term "ideograph."

~he
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would be unable to understand a word the other said, the
written language they use in their correspondence is one·
and the same. ·Thus; the preservation of culture, civilization and the political union of China through the

.

.

centuries can·be attributed to the unifying force of the
written language more than to any other factor.
The Chinese language in its written form has
.

.

neither alphabet· nor syllabary.· Each word is a urut, in
that it is represented by a conventionalized picture. It
is

iinpossible·to spell Chinese, since there is no list

of letters with their conventional sounds with which to
form words.

Nor has the Chinese language a syllabary

such as has been developed for Japanese and for some
other·languages, where the syllable is the unit not the
individual sound.
In the first

~ormation

of the written language,

which ·must have been at a very early period, these
characters were mostly indeographic, and must have been
very rews tor instance, ·L!'.'.lci stood frr the mountain, lLL for
.
the water, etc. The present forms of these characters
are i.11

and JK •
The impossibility of inventing all the forms

necessitated the use of characters more or less arbitrary: tor instance,± sung, g·row;
new.

-f- bing,

smooth;.$.lf sing,

Some of the characters are simple like the first

two, but· by far the greate·r part are compounds or
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radicals of simple characters i as ~:fr; ching 1 clear ;,t1l t t soa,
to catch.

Ching has a compound or radical sue, water, on

the left,, and. a unit or phonetic chin, green, on the
rightJ trsoa has a compound or radical shuo, hand, on the
left,, and a unit or phonetic tso 1 toot, on the right.
both these characters; as

In

may be readily seen, ,the left

part suggests the meaning, and the right the sound, and
many other combinations are similarly formed.

character heart,,·-0'

1

The simple

sin, for instance• is a component

part of many others representing 1acult1es and affections
of the mind.

The character man,),___

1

rlun, is connected ·

with those representing the.different didpositions and
relations.or man,, and so on indefinitely, the different
component parts giving some hint to

the discovery of the

meaning, and perhaps also of the sound.

This is not always

nor, generally the case,· however; for many of the combi,,.1:

nations seem entirely arbitraryt as ..-r;

di, a flute; being

made up of. tso, bamboo, and a preposition you meaning from;

al~o ~)f: tsu, violet, which is composed of ts', this, on the
top, ands, s1lk 1 on the.bottom.
the ideogram,

seve~

If a person does not know

out of ten times he could neither give

the correct pronounciation nor the, correct meaning.
The whole number of characters in the Imperial .
Dictionary of the Emperor. Kwang-shi, which is complete in
six large volumes, is about 40,000; most of these howeyer,
as is .. the cas.e with the large proportion,.of words in

Occidental large dictionaries, are obsolete forms, or
ideograms very seldom used.

From four to five thousand

comprise all those in ordinary use.
The characters were first invented to represent
words in the spoken language.

The language or China,

whether written or spoken, is strictly monosyllabic; that
is, every syllable is a distinct word by itselt". Occasionally two or more characters are used together as a compound 'word; but· they,~still seem to be distinct monosyllables, as in English, steam-ship, etc.

The Chinese

still, attach sounds to their characters and the sounds

vary

with

the speaker's dialect.

is very poor in separate sounds.

But the spoken language
There are only a rmv

more than four hundred separate sounds in Pekingese and
less than twice as many as in the South.

is by no

The vowel system

means rich, and the consonants do not show any

striking peculiarities.

Kany or the foreign sounds are

missing, and there are a few sounds fo\llld exclusively in
the Chinese language.
In most cases, the vernaculars shade off into
each other by almost imperceptible gradations.

In

I

traveling twenty or thirty miles in the south of China,
one may notice slight changes in the speech of the common
people.

In traveling eighty or one hundred miles, the

changes are

more marked, and oral communication becomes

difficult, and a journey

or

two hundred miles will bring
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one into a region where his vernacular is almost useless.
The variations of these dialects consist in the use

or

different words and expressions, pronounciations and tones.

Though at first .a new dialect i when heard SI) Oken rapidly'
seems entirely different, a little analysis and study will
bring to light familiar words and expressions in new .forms.
Variations of dialects. take place much more
rapidly and. widely in some parts of the country than in
others.

A marked distinction in this respect is seen

between the

N~rthern

and Southern· provinces, the degree o.f

variati.on being very.. great in the South, as compared to the

North.

South of Yiang-tse River a great number o.f dialects

is spoken) north of the river, but one general language, or

dialect, with comparatively unimportant variations.

The

reasons for this are, (1) the civilization of China started
in the region of Yellow River, which is north of the Yiang-

ts,e River, and (2) since the capitals o.f almost all the
ancient dynasties were situated near Yellow River, the
region north of Yiang-tse, their customs, language, economic and political affairs were more uniformly controlled.
Even

in

the late Manchu Dynasty the South had never actu-

ally been.controlled by the government in the North.
Diffefent dialects, having common affinities, may
be grouped into classes. Those which are most generally
spoken have been reduced to writing; and have their own
separate literatures.

The most of the dialects are not
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written, have . no literature, and it is difficult to r.rite
them purely by means or the characters uaed in the written
language, because many words occur in the vernaculars
which do

not occur in the.written language,. and,

consequently; .have no character in it to represent them.
Each dialect has a certain number of.sounds •. This
number of sounds is eked out by pronouncing tho sounds in
various tones of voice, but even then there are dozens

or

meanings allotted to a single sound in a certain tonehomonym.s 1 that is to say; as if 1n English the sound "reed"
(or read) meant twenty different things instead of two or
three.

This difficulty the spoken language overcomes by

-

joining synonyms in pairs, by.attaching to a verb its inherent object (as read book), by the classifiers
and other devices.

or

nouns

The indefiniteness in distinguishing

monosyllabic words is IllUCh d1mjnished 1 though by no means
fully obviated, by the introduction

rates.

or

tones and aspi-

Thus, four words spelled precisely alike, for

instance, sung, sung, sung,· sung;, may,. by being uttered
with the different.tones which belong to them respectively,
be made as distinct and intelligible to a Chinese' ear as

1! they were difterently spelled .and pronounced.

To il-

lustrate the aspiratest tong, i_ with an aspirate, means
east; without it, to move°f}J J tung 1f:-1 with an aspirate,
means lamp; without an aspirate; to wait or
Contrary to the Western way
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or

,,}-

class~

reading, the

•

Chinese usually read aloud., : This custom may .·be followed

partly from force of 'habit; having studied in this way in
school, or.to fix his attention more closely by using the
voice, to keep away other. disturbances; but.is also due to
a desire to heighten the pleasure of.reading by catching
the. rhythm ot the sentences with the ear while the sense
is conveyed.to.the eyes•
The written·language·has no need of the above
expedients,,

~hoUgh.a

passage in the·book will be im-

possible to understand if read aloud. 1 owing to the hearer
not being; able to decide which of a.dozen characters with
the same. eound is intended. · This fact may be expluined
by ref erring to the monosyllabic character of this

language •. The number of monosyllables· which it is
possible.to form· with the vocal organs is limited.

No

such difficulty 1s presented to the reader himself,· for
the identity or.a character is established at once by its
unique shape and it speaks to the eye.

Since the written

character· had· such facility for.multiplying.its words and

ran no risk of ambiquity through homonyms, it refused to
be held back by the.infirmities of the spoken language.

Thus the two parted companr.
There were originally eight types of Chinese
writings, later.tho scholars bad either discarded some of
them or combined some of them with the other groups.

present, they are known as (l) nchuan Su", (2) "Di

so.

At

sun,

(3) "Kah Su", (4) U£hillg sun, (5) 11 '.i'zau sun und (6) "Rong
"Chuan sun derived from the most uncient
tho "pictographic letters".

~1r1tings 1

It no.s first invented in the

Chou Dynasty, its present usage is for scrolls, inscription~,

tablets, and seals by

the soal-carver.

"Di Su" started in the Chou Dynasty 1 but wus lr.ter
developed by an of ticial during tho Chin Dynasty who in-

tonded to si.I:lplify the uncient scripts which were already
avail~ble.

The emperor adopted it and used it as a

standard penmanship for his of!icialn.

Its usage at pre-

sent, is for sea1s 1 inscriptions, tablets, etc.
"Kah Bu" \Vas f"ounded in the Han Dynastlr and wns

derived from "Di sun.

Everybody can write this type pro-

vided the writin& is clearly and nently written.

It in a

polite form used in letters, to indicate respect for
elders.

This typo was also required in ancient exami-

nations' uhen the candidate wrote bis essay.

"Shing sun or the selil1-shorthand type is used in
writing a letter to well known

~eoplo

who rank socinlly

equal or lower, such as friends and younger brothers.

It

is also used, at present, by pupils in taking notes in

class.
"Tzau Su" or quick shorthand is alJ::lost similar to
the Gregg shorthand in English language.

It wan first

started in Chin Dynasty and was later developed and used
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frequently during Han Dynasty.

this type is mostly used,

at present, by clerical and journalistic people.
nsong sun was founded in the Soong Dynasty. This
type is used for newspapers and'. other.printed matter.
The attempt· to invent a grammnr for Chin&se was
long rediauled by many. Chinese

scholar~,

for the simple

reason that·the Chinese language structure is so simple
that it bas no de!1n1te grsmmatical constructions. _The
Chinese, they say, did not produce a gram.ner of thoir own
language in twenty to thirty centuries.

Then foroigners

undertook to. supply a want that no one. hl?.d felt.
whole of Chinese gl'e.mm&.r de,a>ends upon position.

The
h.

Chinese

character may·act as any part of the speech, voico, mood,

tense, .. person, case, etc.

One J'lill .find it especially

true in the Olassics, it must be determined by the context,
usage, probability, inference, and the gonernl drift or
the sub~ect.

Kwangf.imeans light, Y1nf!t'means Sh'ido, but

once they are combined, it means
Ch.ineso

ti~e

or moment.

The

language suppl1'3S the fund.Ul!lental and loave::;

accessories to the roader•
definite woof:

idaogr~phic

Alphobatical

lar~gu~ge

13 a

language is a fleet of pictorial

ideas sailing in loose forrr.ation. 'There.rote, no rules or
position or grammar can be laid

do~11.

It is a question often asked,"Eow much tiruo does
it reqt;.ire to learn the Cldnese languz.ge?"

A perscn o!

ordinary ability, with perseverance will be able to
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acquire one of the spoken dialects, so as to speak it
accurately and intelligibly• in about a year, though with
a small vocabulary •. In the course of two or three years,
he ··ought to possess a good vocabulary 1 and fluency in
·using .it •. This naturally depends upon the opportunity

one . has
to . use the language. .Similar to the studying of,
.
any other foreign language, the more one practices the

better he has the language at.his command.

To become

familiar with the written language, or Wenyen, of China

is almost the work of a lifetime.
It is.due to the simplicity of the Chinese
language that caused most hardships for Chinese students
to learn a foreign language.

In the first place, the

Chinese language has no . great distinction in present,
.

past and other tensesJ for instance, the verb ch•ue
means to eat

1

~

~1..J

the conjugation of this verb in Chinese

is.the same throughout all tenses.
I eat a piece of cake.

I eat a piece of cake.

~t -f'·:i~ lYLJ - .Jf~ ~.ff
Yesterday, I ~ a P• of cake.

I ate a piece of cake.

I have eaten a P• of cake.,~ t..d1:. . 17 Ll ~ - -1b /j.:ft
I already eat past a p.of cake.
I shall eat a P. of cake.

\1A f, ~ t
o-£1 - -v}lb
Tomorrow I want to eat a piece
of cake. j-3f.

etc.
This is one aspect of the differences between

Chinese and English.' Any one who has tried to explain to
Chinese students the differences between "If I were to
go 1 " "If I should go 1 " "If I went," "If I were going," in
the subjtmctives, will readily see how difficult these
numerous changes are !or the Chinese.

There are, to be

sure, uses in Chinese which express the same general set
or

concepts that the European subjunctive expresses, but

even there, they are not exactly the same.
The spoken languages or China are various but
they resemble the written

language, inasmuch as the pro-

portion or wo rdsj and also many ot the idioms, or constructions, are the same in both.

They differ principally

in this, that the spoken language are less compact, using

very often two words for one in the written.

It is in a

great measure, by this means, that the indefinite words or
the written language'become clear and specific in the
spoken.

The character

IV ming, meaning peo;ile, tor

instance, Would be unintelligible, as heard pronounced,
but the colloquial for people, pa1•sh1ng 1 could hardly be
mistaken.
We bu.ve now passed from the discussion ot the
complicated written language and seek the development or
the National Language Movement or Kuo Yue, which has
been developed to express'the scientific learning and
European ideas.

llundnrin 1 used mostly by the ot!ioials,

is a modif'ication ot K:uo Yue; owns the new vocabulary in
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common with the literary

language~

or

~ritten

language,

or Wenyen•
The newly. accepted principle of education,· in'
Chin or ltanchu.Dynast:y, was that the.aim should be to
educate the people a.s a.wbole,·a.nd t1ot merely to discover
men. of .dtalent for: ruling the :country.

A pr1m·e obstecle

to ·the;atta.inmentot this ·aim was the extreme difficulty
of .learning the.written language ot Yenyen. ·Be!'ore he

was ..to regard the language· as .a;, '!lervant, and not as a
master:the student must have been well advanced in lite,
or he had to devote maJ:lY ot his b'est years 'to obtaining·
command ov.er what1 ·attel"· au·, was .only. a medium of

expression,o
Since literary construction and.Classics were
more inextricably allied 1n Chinese literature than in ·
eny other in the world, 'there appeared to be no prospect

of· .relinquishing .the ·one without .relinquishing the other.
The Classics· _were dropped .from the curr1cul.Um

or

primary

schools because they had.hitherto been learned there
without be1ng:understood and

bec~use

they took up time

that was required tor modern

subjects~:

But the literary

language or Wenyen wns still used as a medium of inst ructio!U'. It now iackedmore and more its indispensable

backgroung

or

the classics.

The spoken languaga ·nas early divorced from''.the

written language, but they still influence each other st
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a distance.

Official business, for instance, demanded a

greater lucidity than the ornamental written language,
however, sometimes; due concession was made to the group
mind by the frequent use of .classical allusion, the
intervening passage of official documents sometimes
approached the vernacular, . The Buddhist priests, who
cou1d take the liberties of the sort without much social
risk, often dropped the pretense of writing literary
Chinese, and recorded their conversations with their
disciples in characters representing the contemporary
spoken word •.. Tsu Shih .(1130-1200), the famous author of
nJuvenile Instructor". and of philosophical works 1 adopted
the practice in his letters and written conversations
and made it more respectable than it would otherwise

have been.

This style was employed by his followers in

certain branches of philosophical literature.

The

written vernacular 1 however, became popularized by the
playwrights and novelists• especially during the Mongol

Dynasty·.;

But the vernacular style never obtained recog-

nition !rom the literati and the large number of works
1n it were passed over in silence in the standard

histories of literature.

Thus the suggestion,

when it

came 1 that pai-hua should be used as the literary and
educational medium of.China
threatening the

~ery

~a~

considered as

foundation of Chinese culture.

In July, 1898 1 the Chancellor presented a

as.

memorial ·to

the Emperor pointing out the difficulties

and disadvantages of the Chinese written language and
recommended the adoption of the system of simplification
described 1n books written by Lu Chuang-chang and others
who had spent many years developing it.
based on.Kwang Shi Dictionary.

This system was

Before anything definite

oould·be done the Boxer Rebellion had taken place and the
idea was forgotten in the general reaction.

It is note-

worthy' that the promoters of this phonetic innovation
were southerners, the northerners being then hostile to
it.

In 1900 1 a native of Hupeh published a book called

"A Mandarin Sound Alphabet"•

It sold rapidly for a time.

It has no more than a list of abbreviations for beginners
to-enable them to master the language more easily.

In

1907 1 another appeared entitled "A Complete List of
Abbreviations" by Lau Na.eh Sian of Chekiang·.
elaboration

or

It was an

Wang Chao• s system. ,. In 1908 1 the author

was summoned to appear before Empress Dowager to explain.
the usefUlness of his work.

In consequence of this the

Board of Education was instructed to

report~on

it. but

the report was delayed and nothing crone out of it.

Like

many other inventors; Wang and Lau were before their time.
In 1912 1 when the Revolution took place, the
Board of .. Education convened .a. conference .at Peking to
consider means of_ promoting the language and to fix, for
this purpose, a· phonetic alphabet (;i {\~-ft]-) or Tzu ,Yin
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S Mo.

Ai'ter much discussion the "Forty Symbol System"

was settled, but was not brought into use until November

1918.· In 1924, mariy grammar books for Chinese language
were published •. Unfortunately Classics were still
popular,in most of the high school curriculums.

There

was no need for pupils to s-cudy grammar as a prerequisite
for Classics, and furthermore the number

ot

teachers who

cotild;teach ·chinese grammar was small and doubtful. So

far these 'attempts have been mainly directed towards
simplifying the learning of the written language.
The pai-hua movement was started in the National
University of Peking, thoUgh there had been increased
composition 1n mandarin from the beginning of the century.
A periodical called ·J.f.{f ..:far

4-

or New Youth had been

started by the.professors of the University in 1915•

It

was written to begin ·with in the ordinary literary
language.

Early in 1917, .·Dr. Hu Shih contributed an

article in which' he maintained that the \vritten language

should be abolished, and that pai-hua should be elevated

to

the rank

of

medium.

The ditor of the periodical, Fan

Tu-hsien, who was also dean of the literary faculty of

the ·university, saw the possibility of this idea, and
gave'·1t his support.

He wrote an article in which.he

enumerated these principles& (1) overthrow the old aristocratic literature and establish a literature of the

people; (2) OverthroN the literatlire of classicism and

ea.

establish a literature of realism; (3)

O~erthrow

the

11 ter~tture that· is secluded from the world and establish

a social literature.

Dr~

Hu Shih and others no\'t con-

tributed translations of stories 'vri tten by Westerners

into pa.i-hua.f .and -a number of other writers ·t"ollowed
their lead.

From January 1918 on, the papers were

practically entirely in pai-hua.

llore revolutionary

still,. poetry written in the vernacular 'rras being

published.- .This poetry was crude, amorphous stuff for

the most part, but some of it hinted at future
achievement.
The movement naturally incurred .fierce opposition from the

cons~rvatives.

came mixed.up with politics.

The controversy soon beThe students of the uni:...

versity had· followed ·the lead of their professors in
supporting the pai-huamovement, and it happened that
they.also gained prominence by their agitation against the
"Twenty-one Demandstt of Japan.

The triumph of the politi-

cal party favoring their action meant also the triumph of
the pai-bua movement. . Many literary men allied theuselves
with tpe movement, and in January 1920; the Ministry of

Education ordered that the spoken language should be used
for the. teaching

or

Chinese in all schools. :. From that

moment on the pai-hua became of the first importance.
Pai-hua had the advantage over the literary

langUage, of being much more easily learned, but it was
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WhAt crould be l'aid in

rar clu:uli"r ti..nd acre discur:s1••·
.rour charl\ctora 1n tho written

or twelye 1n pa.1.-hua.

l~:uas• al~ht

It labored under the

ot tl:o spoken langwlge.

rftquirtt ton

di!t1~alt1e11

But ther1t nro tre1ght1or ::.attera

th.un th1a. , The paJ.-hua ucd b7 tho rotoraer1 and tbo1r
folJ.owtrS 1'&1 tho 11T1tt.on tora Of tho IUJldArin dialect,

spoken ao1U7 a.round

?row Ch.1.nn, •1th Mr

Y11t

as I hn.Ye conticnod AboTo, hat a urge nUDbor

t.~rr1tor7,

ot

P~.

dil'tin~t

dJ.a.ltcts.

prOT1nce11 and

Tho•• spoken 1n the north1tm

OTar a wide ueo. ext('n41nc to Yum\J'ln st.ate

are closely related to Pokin&eso, but tbostt 1pok<m 1n tbe
conter And the southern SPArit1a1t proirinces !nlch •• JfAi:un,

ha••

Jl'uldenese, d1alect 1 etc.,
no recogn.iuble re1Mblanc•
to tb1e dialect. 'fheSO diA.leCtl hAY9 & YctrnACulttr Of
thn1r own which in soae ca1tta baa bea redW?ed to wr1t1nc.
CantonGae, tor

1.n~tanca,

ture or thttir own.

pos1ea1e1 a considerable

11t~ra

Thus, tor tho 1nhab1tn.nta or non-

Gandar1n speak1.nc district to uso and unduratand •

vernacular

DO&Dt

P•~ln&

that tb97 tir1t ot all had to l••rn •bat

was to tha::a a toreign 11.D.GU8&••

Rac.1al. prejudice 11

b1&hl7 n1dent. Lil\ the South, tho people re1mt ADJ'

adoption ccm.lAI traa th• lortb1 thua tbctJ r•tm• to wae
pa.i•bua as t!a Mdiua tor class and 1n ord1.narr comar!ll\t1on.

TlM tora ot p&i-hu.a that ••• ude standard tor

1ebool• was calltld lm Yue or the lat.1aaal Lmguage.
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It

was. an artificial language based on Pekingese, though
effecting a compromise bet•1een northern and southern
mandarin both in pronounciation and in vooabulary. ,\l-

tho"8h, 1t differed from Pek.1ngese in many comparatively
0

fine points, it did not sowid different from PekingGse
.eve:r;i .so , much as one type o1' mandarin from another.
wab because the promoters

~f

This

Kuo Yue agreed to use the

aame tones. as those of Feklllgese, and it is the tone,

more than anything· elae 1 that characterize a dialect.

It

is: doubt.fUl whether it is anywhere spoiten according to
the rules laid down, each speaker of the mandarin speal::ing

areas tending to revert to his own variety of the dialect.
Kuo Yue, \Ve sea 1· wus still, in writing, tied to
the old ideograms, though they were very often used in a
ct11'f
erent. way than. they were in Wen.yen.
. '.
mai~ed,.

Tha1·e still

r<~-

then, tlle nece5s1ty of learning sevorul thousand

characters ;before.one could reud the literature that was
coming it1to being with .the new language, or the innUllleruble

translations from roreign tongues.

Many foreign books

whioh were originally translated into liternry language
during

first r.et'orm in. the Manchu Dynasty have no•1

~tha

been retranslated into a new modern Chinese language - the
pai-hua 1 newbooks_:too waro published under the supervision of the Textbook$'
Committee.
.
'

.

Foreigners and missionaries gave their opinion
that sooner or later, with the advance ot the ¥•astern

9lti

civilization, it was inevitable that an alphabetical
language would have to be substituted for this so laborious and unwieldy a vell.1.cle of thought - the literary
language.

But tho invention or an alphabetical or pho-

netic system that r1ill effectively' render Kuo Yue or even
the written language, still seems out of the question.
The reason 1s the great number or homophones.

The

miss1onarioo romttJU.zed several d1ulocts for educational
purposes.

For

cer~a1n

u1aiects, nothbly the Junoy dialect

which had no written pai-hua, ronuinization was the only
means ot

puttin~

it down on paper.

But romanization, a-

part from the constant dangers of ambiguity which arose,
d~stroyed

at once the link with traditional Chinu through

the use of the ideographic cha1•actcr.

The s&me objection!J

applied to the Chinese invention of "Tsu Yin Shi Mu" (:.i.if
~-ti}:)

or "Fu Hao"

(

t:J: "
-t:r
J" ) or the "Forty Symbol System"

with its forty phonetic characters, though this system
proved to be useful in teaching tho written
the so\Uld in mandarin.

Besides, it

w~s

cnaruct~r

and

necessary for the

speech of the whole country to be standardized betore any
phonetic would be

intellig1bl~

to the country as a whole.

Those schools hGd a class of instruction on tile forty

symbols, usually, met only once a week.
instruction was poor.

The method or

It started in the elementary grhde,

naturally those children bad a meagre interest 1n it.

The

result was, it took only three months to learn tive hundred

new ideographs and one whole year to lee.rn the forty
symbols and its application was still in doubt.
system was

Thi~

the Japanese.

oopi~d fro~

Many people doubt

Kuo Yue is still on trial.

whether the spoken language 1!'3 fit to be used er. a
tifio ls.nguage.

They think it will have the seme defects

as·the written language so long as it
grams.

~cien

1~

written in ideo-

At.present.the pupils.can avo1CI the ftep in

translating from the written langucge tntC\ Kuo Yue. Other
-wise, the pupil will have the dual d1fficul.t1e:1 in
translating tho written language into the spoken lP-nr.uage
~nd

then he has to think in a

~cient1f1c w~y

in order to

undorstnnd the content.
Kuo Yue hna now taken over the giant•s
the labor• the·creating
Chinese lends itself

or

new

manufactured, but existing

ne~

me.de

~eights

1de~s.

Th~y

h~~e

have been

idea~.

c~.racters

had no sound a.ll.otted to them.
of foreign

charecterA

character~

mnke phrase5 to express borrowed
ne1'fly

for new

to the coming of new chnracterR 1

but as it has turned out, few

less thnn i"ifty

term~

of

~hrre

u~~n

to

Po far therP. are

which hsve

are

been

mostl~

nnd measures end technical

PP.

yet

equivrlents

nr.nP~.

Sometimes, too, old cheracters have been modified, aF-?i.1R
ro1d1~,'.·

In tho early deys tha fl'.V')rite meenf\ of adopting

a foreign word was by imitating its sound as nearly as
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t~o11gh,

P<?Ssible,
certain

~ounds,

because. of the language's lack of

t;he result.was rarely like the word

translated (as the word ultimatum). Later on; tbe·creation of new characters to;express an idea was resorted
to very. of.te11.. This was done by new combinations of
)"1'

.radicals and phonetics; a.s the word oxygen or . yan ~ •

A

more common method of .expressing new ideas was to add
some classifying
suffix to existing ' word or phrase as
.
'.

.

r.emember plus strength means memory. . Sometimes old phrases
were rev1ved to.convey a new ideas. such as

hun~er

strike

X·'1rJ~ ]l, •.. The most . common method of all was to place two
or more eX1st1ng.characters 1n juxtaposition to form a new
phrase su~h as i1!>1tJ 1 progress•

Another method was using

the equivalent .sound in :Chinese and substitute it for the
foreign word such asJt

1f:--,

modern.

Dr. w.w.Yen admits that Chinese is very defective
from the standpoint of clearness; accuracy, and logical .
sequence..

He says, .. "Chinese is a language more appropriate

for the expression of poetic and literary fancies than for

the conveyance of

lega~

and .scientific thoµght."*

To revert to _the problem of language versus
edueation 1 .we find the Chinese. pupil who is a native of
the non-mandarin speaking states and who is receiving inst~uction

in Kuo Yue not only has the shortcomings of the

language to contend with; he is also dealing vii th what to
*"Debabelization" by c. K. Ogden, P• 132.
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him is a foreign language.

I have seen southerners, es-

pecially children, having been put

~hrough

a course of

Kuo Yue. with the aid of .Kuo Yue textbooks, go on to learn
geography and other subjects, with the aid of other textbooks written 'in Kuo Yue.

As often as \'fhat they no\f

learn is not geograp}V and other subjects, but a little
more Kuo Yue.

Owing to the incompetence of teachers and

other reasons the pupils from south-eastern maritime
provinces have rarely sufficient command of Kuo Yue to
enable them to use it as a medium to learn other subjects.
In Kwangtungprovince 1 !or this reason, they are reverting
to the Cantonese vernacular as a medium of instruction,
the Kuo Yue is still taught in many schools as a special
subject or elective at the pleasure of tLe teachers.
It seems certain !or the purpose of teaching
Western ideas and subjects, especially technical subjects,
the best method would be to adopt any Western language as
a medium.

It is rather odd that China did not adopt the

Japanese idea in this respect.

In Japan many schools are

using textbooks written in various foreign languages and
the different languages as a medium; for instance, a
student who has a knowledge of French will take geometry
in a class where French will be used as a medium.

This

not only helps the student to use the language more
frequently, but it also develops the student•s thinking in
a scientific way as a regular French.
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Thus the student

uses one stone to kill two birds,

In China, naturally,

Fnglish would be more favorable than any other foreign
language, tor English is the Western language widely
spoken by man7 Chinese in China, and furthermore it is a
required subject 1n all school curriculums,

It is taught·

in the middle schools and schools ot higher standard, but
the results are very poor,

Few students ever attain to a

knowledge which would a1low them to use it as a medium

tor learning other subjects,

With an allowance or only

five hours a week no other result can be ex;ectod,

In

missionary schools, however, ntglish has boon used more
often as a medium tor instruction.
was the result.

Better co2prehension

They were also called as the "English-

orientat1on" tor those who intend to go to England and
America.

Gradually, however, under the stress

or

the new

nationalistic spirit, and due to the e!!orts ot a tew
determined scholars, the use ot English was curtailed in
most parts ot the interior ·provinces and used the pai-hua
instead.
Before 1938 1 roturned students, especially troa
the United States, suggested. that there 11 a solution
which, 11" adopted in a large enough scale, and syste:zatically, has 1n their op1n.1on every chance
They rater to Basic English,

or

success.

It is a scientific language

easy to be taught and designed With a strictly practical
object.

From the exa.a;>les, and rrom the Judgment or many
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authorities of eminence it seems suited to all essential
purposes.

It is claimed that it can be mastered in a few

weeks by a person unacquainted with a Western language.
It is indeed a fine method for English speaking countries,
but I· doubt very much, if
China.

it would have

a great success in

First; the people of China, with their four

thousand years of history and civilization, have to forget
its intrinsic valuable language and· adopt a foreign and
new language.

Unless the Chinese language is utterly dis-

carded, and use only the English language, otherwise the
people of China will have to

learn two languages at the

same time.
There is a movement closely joined,·in objective,
to the above suggestion toward simplification of the
Chinese language.

That is the mass education or Shi Tz

Yuin Ton or the Thousand Character Movement which is associated with the name of its principle leader, Mr. Y.

c.

James Yen, a graduate of Yale and Princeton who began his
work with the Chinese labor Corps in France during the !st
World War,and which is organized through the National
Mass Education.

Mr. Yen and his associates worked out a

course of study based on a thousand characters·.

These

represent the words in most common use in the vernacular.
Their mastery enables the individual to write simple
business letters and· read books and newspapers intelligently.

This, by demonstration, can be accomplished 1n
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four and ·half months: with an application to study or an
hour and.a half' a day.

·The teachers volunteer their

services and come from: the teacher and student groupa.
Themove:::neut has spread rapidly and has met considerable
interest and support among the illiterate masses.
movement won

~avor·

This

because it has ·solved the language

problem in a right canner. . It does not neglect or discard
the intrinsic and.ancient feeling and value toward the
Chinese language.

As I have mentioned above• each word is

a unit, there is no way or spelling a Chinese character.
The principle.applies similarly to Western language, if an
English wqrd is to bo spelled into Chinese, it would take
the foreigner twice as much time to learn how to spell

that word in Chinese than in English, not mentioning the
opportunity of its usage.
exemplify

n

For example, the word "to

mean ing -if-; 19 ·I in Chinese, in using the

Chinese spelling it will be like this: 1.X

fl-ljif.if.1·~-~t1~'t

"The .day.that the Chinese discard their written script,"

says Karlgren, "they will surrender the very foundation
of their culture."
Tremendous develoi'ments are taking place in the
Chinese language during recent years,

daily.

It is expanding

Chinese educators are recognizing the importance

of the.language and there are many different movements to
meliorate the backward conditions which prevs.11.
score years ago no Chinese was ready to
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Two

back the funds-.

.

mental fact that a unified language was basic for the
country.

Now a good many not only feel this, but are

working at top speed to. bring about some sort of common
speech•. There.is besides all these, a very definite
interest in Chinese phonetics and in basic vocabulary
tests from a scientific point of view, in order to lead
to practical results in the work of teaching Chinese to
the foreigners and in making clear to the Chinese people
themselves what their language really is.
After the war, the inhabitants of Northern China,
who have been under Japanese control for more than a
decade, would place a great burden on the Central Government in the process to convert their language from the
Japanese language into their native tongue.

The thousand

character movement could be extended to that part or the
colllltry and it will have less difficulty than any other
movement, since Chinese characters occur frequently in
the Japanese newspaper and advanced literature.

They

could acquire it very easily and be converted back to
their mother tongue immediately.

The task for developing

a common language in China proper will, or course, be
tremendous as well as expansive.

In order to achieve the

above, three points must be emphasizedt (a) provincial
sparatism in language, as

well as in politics, after the

war, must cease if China is ever to become a united nation,
(b) China's other problems will never be settled without
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some previous settlement of its language difficulties, (c)
unless the two things, teaching a spoken and a written Kuo
-in or pronounciation, go hand in hnnd, there

hope ot speech-unity in China.
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c~m

be no

v.

Social political Problm;n.

For the next rort7 years attor Eaparor ChuAn Lun
the nation bocaae weak and dissolute, r.mporora were unable to cope with the probloaa which confronted the
eopire, behind tho walls or tho capitol luxury, indulgonce
and intrigue bad been at work

aaonc

tho Ka.nchu1.

The ltnn-

chu DJnast7 now had passed its crest or strength and hnd
:Jtarted to decline.

kinds

or

Under the aurrace were atteth1n1 nll
Tho popul.gt1on or

restlessness and disorders.

the country bad increased enonaom17.

Great wiadoa was

needed 1n the adal.niatration or the tinancen, the dnelopment ot agriculture, construct1Ye pol.1c1e1 to lessen tbo
evils

or

Secret aoc1etie1, an

flood and drought.

institution 1n Ct.1.na, becue ant1-d)'Dast1c.

a.nci~tnt

.Another indi-

cation or chaos 1n the nation wu the po••r or thn pttAtna
who were constantl.7 att•ck.1.nc the coastal

~r~1nce1.

During all this chaotic ti.Jle the foreign trade continued
to

grow.

Tbe Yast 1hipaents

the Occidental.JI.

or

opitm were iaported b7

Al.tbaugh, tor a while, it had becoae

contraband cargo, but aa lan& as

t~A

dee.and tor opium

existed, the suppl.7 cane clandeat1noly b7 eans
systnr.at1c bribery and 9m11gllng.
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or

Later the hAtrod

or

opium and detestation of the foreigner evidenced by the
Chinese became strident and nearly synonymous, because the
opium that enervated the Chinese enriched the foreigner,
and it also had undermined. the health and character or the
young men who indulged in the habit.

As a result, the

Opium War started and was later followed. by several wars.
After the Peking Treaties were signed, opium was to be readmitted at all treaty ports upon payment of an import
duty,

At present, opium is still used by the Japanese as

a weapon to demoralize the people

8nd the society or China.

At this period, when China was engaged with her
foreign trade problem, her internal affairs were going
from bad to worse.

The Manchu Government was growing more

effete; the officials were corrupt.
by

The indemnity demanded

the Westerners was more.than the government could

manage,

After 1850 the Emperor financed the country by

voluntary contributions from the rich, who in payment received official honors.
official position.

The rich illiterate often bour,ht

Much corruption was the result or this

system of official tenure.

Those who bought offices re-

couped themselves by "squeezing".
heavy, justice was corrupted.

Taxes or necessity were

Kore and more often the

populace broke out 1n sporadic rebellions.

Christian

doctrines, which had made rapid expansion since the various
defeats suffered by the Chinese, became entangled with
revolutionary tendencies ot the time.
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This unfortunately

created a. confusion of religious.and. revolutionary ideas
in the minds of the leaders of .the Tui Ping Rebellion

(1848.:.1865) •. The movement. gaine~ momentum and spread from
province to province, and the nation suffered disaster and
destruction.
The Imperial Government, fearing the growing

strength. of. the movement, sent Tsung Koa Fan to . suppress
it•

The end of tho Rebellion seemed in sight but, unfortu

-nately1 just at this time the Imperial Government ag&in
became embroiled in diff.iculties with the foreigners 1
which gave the rebels time to recoup their fortunes.

Thus

did the Manchu Government struggle ineffectively ..,.11th the

rieht hand against the foreigners and quite as 1nef.ffjct1vely w1th her left hand against the Tai Ping Rebellion. . But Tsung. Koa Fan led his troops and suppressed

the Rebellion at Nanking.
In

the turmoil and panic during the Tai Ping

troubles, the Chinese officials utterly failed to regulate
the coUection of. the tariff.
consuls

and,

t~ok

tur~g

At Shanghai the foreign

upon themselves the task of collecting duties

the proceeds over to the Manchu officials.

They managed the collection.so successfully and turned in
~o.

much more money than the Chinese that the Chinese

government asked the foreigners to assist in tbe creation

of a customs service.

A

foreigner was put, in charge of the

Chinese Maritime Customs Service, and thus kept China from
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becoming totally bankrupt. · This high honor on

the part

of the West in discharging an obligation to the Chinese,
the faith of the Chinese in the Westerner, is a bright

spot in the dark pictures of distrust and misunderstanding
between China and the West during that time.
The Tai Ping Rebellion had shown how weak the

ru1ing house had become, and the Manchu Government was
proving itself to be corrupt and ineffective; the continued conflicts with the

West had made evident the in-

ability of the government to handle internation<:U. problems

without strife and loss.
In 1861 1 the Emperor, Yen Fung, died, leaving as
·1~eir

to the throne a boy of only six Y';jars of v.ge.

But

the people made no move to revolt, for they were too weak
to make such move after the Tai Ping Rebellions, wars,
famine and flood duriug the previous years.

ThDrefore,

the Manchu Government lasted another forty years.

From

that time on, Tsu Shih, a concubine of the ex-emperor,
ruled China..

To accolllplish her ambitions she sometimes

used tbe charm of har personality, sometimes real statesman
-ship, sometimes cruelty and intrigue.

Vel'y early Tsu Shih

came unde1• the influence of eunuchs and gave them great

power
•.. ,And in spite of repeated protests from the better
..
:

'

officials, she openly flaunted before the kingdom her reliance upon the eunuchs.

We find little in the documents

to show that the Empress interested herself in promoting

the culture or material well-being of the people.

Instead

she levied rich tribute taxes on the 1ghteen provinces
and 1n the court there was extravagance and degeneracy.
·No more able to cope with the situation were the
provincial . governments.

They lacked both the will and

the power to band.le the larger problems) over-population,
banditry, piracy, the recurring floods and famines, the

great problems

or

communication in a co\llltry as vast as

China, education, and the general

~ell-being

of tho

~eople.

The maintenance of peace and order rested upon the immemorial unit of the local government, the village.

The

town fathers were powerful in their small comn;unities so
that throughout the empire the daily life of the iJeople
went on much as it alw&.ys had.
At this juncture some of the more thoughtful of
the statesmen began to talk about reform ar,d to advocate
the adoption of certain innovations from the \'lest.

l'hey

saw that China•s poor transportation facilities, then as
today, were"the cause

of the deaths by starvation of such

large numbers, isolated in the flUil1ne districts.

The

railroads would bring about the political unity so much
needed in the country;

quicker transportation would pull

the provinces together, 1t would intermingle the thought

or

north and south and by degrees build up a common

language known by all•
Government to the need

They urged the effete Manchu

or

changing the ancient and outworn

in~

industrial pattern, to introduce scientific mining and
mnnufactuers, regulate finance and encourage foreign
I

studies.

•

As mcmy other prophets, they were a.head of their

generation.
Soon after the death of the young puppP.t emperor
a..'tld her mother, Tsu Shih decroed

th~.t

younger sister be declared Emperor.

the son of her

Ku&ng Ghu beaan his

royal duties in 1875 1 dutios which for muny yer:..r·::., were

carried on by his regent, Tsu Shih, under whose administration, China had lost more territory thun any other

Dynasty.

The nen intelligentsia of the country, both in-

side China and abroad, were doeply
Manchu Government.

They

SEHi

d1ssE~t1sf1E:d

with the

one hope in the Dyncisty.

They hoped the young Emperor, who v1as beginning to

break

away from her tutelage and had a radical mind, might be
persuaded to back the reformers.

The Empe1•or hired the

reformers as his advist:rs and nthrted a

within a hundred days.
hr-~ve

Had he twrked slowly he might

succeeded in instituting the social and pol! tict!l

ro.rorm.

But this swiftness ati.d sudden clmnge caused

conflict in the life

or

ala.rm and disapproval.
by

5Wift reforl!l

th<~

retain

the people 1 r1to roised

cry ot

This mov<u1.1ent was floon supprensed

por.errul Emprefis who rod
the old

&

~1

l'!llide

her lP.st effort to

social institution <me!

S\'lf..!f.:p

off the

western influence by supporting the Boxer Hebellion.
result of which was, as usual, tlU:i.t China
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sUfferf~d

The

tJore

